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ABSTRACT
Advanced composite materials have begun to be used extensively in the
manufacturing of aerospace structures. Composite aerospace structures can develop
complex types of damages during the manufacturing stages and operational lifetime. This
creates an indispensable demand for appropriate nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and
structural health monitoring (SHM) methods that are tailored to specific types of damage.
This dissertation addresses innovative methods for NDE and SHM of manufacturing flaws
and operational damage in composite structures.
For the NDE of manufacturing flaws in carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
composites, an eddy current testing (ECT) NDE method has been developed by conducting
multiphysics modeling and simulation of ECT detection of different types of
manufacturing flaws. In addition, extensive experiments have also been conducted on inhouse manufactured composite specimens with embedded manufacturing flaws, and
specimens obtained from Boeing which had realistic manufacturing flaws.
To validate NDE and SHM methods, controlled impact testing experiments have
been conducted on quasi-isotropic CFRP composites of increasing thicknesses (2-mm, 4mm and 6-mm) to create approximately 1" impact damage diameter. The impact testing
experiments were conducted with increasing energy and it was observed that it was easier
to experimentally obtain desired impact damage size in thin composites compared to
thicker composites. Each impact damage was characterized using ultrasonic NDE, X-ray
micro computed tomography (CT) and contact profilometry methods. A pure mode guided
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wave excitation method using a variable angle beam transducer (ABT) as the excitation,
and a phased array transducer (PAT) as the receiver, has been developed. This method has
been used for exciting pure SH0 mode guided wave in quasi-isotropic composites for the
detection of impact damage. Experiments have demonstrated that the presence of impact
damage in thin composites leads to amplitude drop in the received signal. On the other
hand, in thicker composites, in addition to amplitude drop we can also observe mode
conversion.
An in-situ acoustic emission recording method for impact damage ascertainment
has been implemented. This method utilizes a quasi-isotropic composite coupon which has
been instrumented with four piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) to record real-time
acoustic emission signals during an impact event. The impact event is created by
conducting drop weight impact tests. Through this method, it is possible to ascertain if an
impact event has indeed caused damage to the composite or not.
The dissertation finishes with concluding remarks which include summary,
conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and Structural health monitoring (SHM) of
composite structures are emerging innovative technologies for the quality control of
industrial and government structural assets. NDE and SHM has shown enormous potential
in mechanical, civil, nuclear and aerospace infrastructure. With the advancement of NDE
and SHM technology, the aerospace and automotive industries where composites are
predominantly used, can significantly reduce the cost of maintenance by conducting
condition-based maintenance instead of scheduled-based maintenance. This strategy
enables the safety and reliability of composite structures and reduce the downtime. NDE
and SHM are a steppingstone for advancement of engineered materials that have enabled
self-sensing and self-healing characteristics. This chapter is an introduction to the entire
dissertation and addresses the motivation of conducting this research along with the
research goal, scope, and objectives. It also provides the organization of the subsequent
chapters that follow.
1.1

MOTIVATION
Composite materials are beginning to be extensively used in the manufacturing of

aerospace structures due to their light weight, superior anisotropic material properties and
high strength to weight ratio. The use of composite materials has imposed significant
challenges with respect to the formation of different types of damage during the
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manufacturing stages and during the service life when the composite structure is in
operation.
Composite materials are susceptible to the formation of manufacturing flaws such
as fiber misorientation, fiber waviness and wrinkling during the manufacturing stages.
These manufacturing flaws need to be detected accurately for the quality assurance of the
manufactured composite part to determine if the composite part can be utilized or needs to
be discarded.
Similarly, during the service lifetime of a composite structure it is vulnerable to
undergo operational damage such as impact damage due to runway debris, hailstone impact
during harsh environments, lightning strike damage and water ingress. These damages also
need to be detected accurately during regular maintenance and inspection cycles to see if
repairs need to be conducted.
To address the challenges of detecting both types of damages (manufacturing flaws
and operational damage) in composites, innovative NDE and SHM techniques need to be
developed and their operation needs to be demonstrated using Multiphysics simulations
and experimental validations. For the effective detection of manufacturing flaws, it is
important to look at unconventional NDE methods such as eddy current testing which has
proven to be effective in metals and see if it can be applied to composites with conducting
fibers such as carbon fibers. For detecting of operational damage, pure mode guided wave
SHM methods have been explored to effectively detect impact damage.
1.2

RESEARCH GOAL, SCOPE, AND OBJECTIVES
The research goal of this dissertation is to develop innovative NDE methods for the

detection of manufacturing flaws; and to develop advanced SHM methodologies for the
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detection, ascertainment and monitoring of operational damage in composite structures.
The scope of this research covers Multiphysics modeling and simulation using finite
element methods and extensive experimentation. The objectives of the work presented in
this dissertation are as follows:
1. To develop a novel eddy current testing (ECT) methodology for the detection
of manufacturing flaws in CFRP composites.
2. To conduct ECT Multiphysics finite element simulations to simulate the
detection of various types of manufacturing flaws in carbon fiber reinforced
polymer (CFRP) composites.
3. To conduct ECT experiments on in-house manufactured composite specimens
that have been embedded with simulated wrinkle and polymer canyon and
composite specimens manufactured by Boeing with embedded wrinkles with
different aspect ratios.
4. To conduct impact experiments conforming to the ASTM D7136 standard on
quasi-isotropic composite coupons of different thicknesses to iteratively obtain
controlled 1" impact damage for NDE and SHM validation.
5.

To develop a novel angle beam guided wave NDE methodology for detection
and sizing of impact damage in composites

6. To develop a novel in-situ acoustic emission recording method for impact
damage ascertainment in composite structures.
1.3

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. The objectives and contents of

each chapter are introduced in Chapter 1.
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In Chapter 2, the different types of manufacturing flaws and operational damage
that occur in composites have been extensively discussed along with the need for
nondestructive evaluation and structural health monitoring of these damage types.
In Chapter 3, state of the art nondestructive evaluation methods for damage
detection in composites have been discussed.
In Chapter 4, the modeling and experiments of eddy current nondestructive
evaluation of various manufacturing flaws in composite structures has been discussed.
In Chapter 5, controlled impact damage experiments conducted on composite plates
of different thicknesses conforming to the ASTM D7136 standard have been described for
generating controlled 1" impact damage size for NDE and SHM validation.
In Chapter 6, pure mode guided wave propagation in composites using angle beam
transducers and variable angle wedges has been described for detection of impact damage
in thick quasi-isotropic composite plates.
In Chapter 7, impact damage ascertainment using in-situ acoustic emission
recording with PWAS sensors has been discussed in thick quasi-isotropic composite plates.
In Chapter 8, the summary, conclusions, major contributions and the future work
recommended has been provided to conclude this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
TYPES OF DAMAGE APPEARING IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
This chapter introduces the understanding of how damage occurs in composite
structures. Composite materials are susceptible to manufacturing flaws such as fiber
misorientation, fiber waviness and wrinkling. They are also susceptible to operational
damage such as impact damage, lightning strike damage and water intrusion in extreme
environmental conditions. This chapter will take a closer look at these two categories of
damages that occur in composites. This will also serve as a prerequisite to understand how
manufacturing flaws can be modeled for simulating damage detection. Finally, a case is
made for the need of NDE and SHM of composite materials.
2.1

INTRODUCTION
In recent years composite materials have begun to be increasingly being used in the

aerospace and automotive industries due to their lightweight, superior stiffness and high
strength to weight ratio. Composite materials are inhomogeneous, anisotropic and consist
of fibers and matrix which cause them to undergo complex types of failure mechanisms
that lead to damage. On some occasions the damage occurs in the matrix and on other
occasions the fibers undergo damage. Composite materials can undergo damage at either
the micro-scale or the macro scale. We are focused on the types of damage that the
composite undergoes in the various stages of the lifetime, namely in the manufacturing and
in the operation.
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Composites can undergo various manufacturing flaws such as fiber misorientation,
fiber waviness and wrinkling. They can also undergo operational damage such as lightning
strike damage, moisture intrusion and impact damage which is a very complex type of
damage. In this chapter, we will discuss each of these types of damages at length to portray
how each of these types of damage is formed. Greater emphasis will be imposed on impact
damage which will also be discussed at length in subsequent chapters. Various other
manufacturing flaws and operational damage that can be experienced by composite
structures are displayed in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Types of damages in composites
2.2

TYPES OF MANUFACTURING FLAWS IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIBER MISORIENTATION IN COMPOSITES
Fiber misorientations occur mostly during the manufacturing of unidirectional

composites. The orientation of fibers has a strong role in effecting the mechanical
properties of unidirectional composites. Manufacturing the composite using compression
molding methods can lead to fiber misorientation due to the uncontrolled flow of resin in
the direction transverse to the longitudinal fibers (Mallick 1986). The transverse flow of
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the resin can either cause small misalignments in certain fibers compared to the mean fiber
direction. These small misalignments are called fiber misorientation as can be observed in
Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Fiber misorientation of certain fibers
from the mean direction of fibers
(Shah 2013)
FIBER WAVINESS IN COMPOSITES
Fiber waviness is an aggravated case of fiber misorientation when the fibers are not
just misoriented in one direction but for a kind of “wave” to be misoriented in multiple
directions. Fiber waviness occurs in composites due to the axial loading of the fibers caused
by the development of residual thermal stresses (Parlevliet et al. 2007). Researchers
experimentally demonstrated that large differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion
between the mold and the composite along with a large temperature gradient caused during
the cooling cycle could lead to the development of fiber waviness (Kugler and Moon 2002).
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Figure 2.3: CFRP specimen with in-plane fiber waviness (Mizukami et al. 2016)
Two types of fiber waviness can occur in composites, namely, in-plane fiber
waviness and out-of-plane fiber waviness. In-plane fiber waviness occurs mostly in thin
laminates. This happens due to the fact that the out-of-plane motion of the fibers is
constricted and therefore the fibers are more susceptible to in-plane waviness. On the other
hand, out-of-plane waviness is more likely to occur in thicker composite structures since
they are more susceptible to experience larger temperature gradients in the thickness wise
direction compared to the planer directions (Parlevliet et al. 2007).

Figure 2.4: Unidirectional CFRP specimen with out-of-plane waviness. Photograph of (a)
specimen and (b) waviness zone (Mizukami et al. 2016)
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WRINKLE DAMAGE
Out-of-plane fiber waviness leads to the formation of wrinkles in thick composites
which create curved sections in thick composites. Researchers have conducted
experimental studies on unidirectional composites with wrinkle formation under
compressive loading and have discovered that the stiffness and strength of the laminates
decreases significantly with increasing formation of wrinkles (Hsiao and Daniel 1996).
Wrinkles can be introduced in composites for experiments by selectively inserting or
removing prepreg strips across the thickness of a composite laminate. Researchers in the
past have done so to conduct experiments on composites with wrinkles to demonstrate the
significant reduction in compressive strength of composites due to the presence of wrinkles
(Mukhopadhyay et al. 2015).

Figure 2.5: Fiber wrinkling in a quasi-isotropic
composite coupon (Xie et al. 2015)
2.3

TYPES OF OPERATIONAL DAMAGE IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
LIGHTNING STRIKE DAMAGE
Lightning strikes to aircrafts can cause severe damage to composite structures,

especially, composite materials which have poor electrical conductivity. The damage
caused to a composite structure due to lightning strikes are often very complex and can
include burning and melting of the composite structure near the areas where the lightning
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strike damage occurred. The damage can also include magnetic force effects, chemical
effects, arcing and sparking, acoustic shock damage to name a few (Larsson et al. 2005;
Gardner 2006).

Figure 2.6: Lightning strike damage to composite panel (Soulas et al. 2018)
MOISTURE INTRUSION
Water / moisture intrusion is another type of operational damage that can occur in
composites specially in honeycomb sandwich panels. Water ingress has been reported to
cause failure of aircraft during service or flight due to catastrophic damage. Honeycomb
sandwich panels are extremely vulnerable to water intrusion under normal flight operating
conditions (Shafizadeh et al. 1999). The moisture can lead to multiple types of damage
such as failure of the adhesives joining the core to the skins. It can also cause galvanic
corrosion if a metallic core is used with a composite skin.

Figure 2.7: Composite specimen with moisture intrusion
defects (Nasst et al. 2008)
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IMPACT DAMAGE
Impact damage is the most common type of operational damage that occurs in
composite structures. It is also perhaps the most complex. Impact damage can be caused
due to high velocity impacts that create visible impact damage (VID) or it can be caused
due to low velocity impacts that creates barely visible impact damage (BVID). As can be
observed in Figure 2.8, impact damage creates various types of smaller damages in
composites such as delaminations, matrix cracks, fiber breaks and surface buckling. Due
to the complex nature of impact damage, it is extremely challenging to predict the behavior
of a composite structure to impact damage and to model the impact damage itself for NDE
simulations.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of a typical impact damage
occurring in a composite laminate
(Wronkowicz-Katunin and Dragan 2018)
Researchers at the Air Force Research Laboratories (AFRL) have conducted
extensive research in understanding how complex an impact damage looks like (Wallentine
and Uchic 2018). Destructive serial sectioning microscopy and optical microscopy
characterization has been used to obtain the cross-section of an impact damage as can be
seen in Figure 2.9. This clearly demonstrates that an impact damage includes smaller
delaminations and matrix cracks in a staircase like pattern.
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Figure 2.9: Threshold image from serial sectioning data, which highlights
delamination and matrix cracks contained within an impact damage
(Wallentine and Uchic 2018).

Figure 2.10: X-ray CT image of the back
surface ply of an impacted
coupon (Flores et al. 2017).
Researchers at AFRL used 3D digital image correlation (DIC) to obtain speckled
images of impact damage (Flores et al. 2017). X-ray computed tomography (CT) as
observed in Figure 2.10, was used to capture transverse matrix cracks on the back surface
of an impacted composite coupon which was unable to be detected by 3D DIC. Impact
damage and the difficulty to detect it accurately has been extensively discussed in
subsequent chapters of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3
NDE METHODS FOR DAMAGE DETECTION IN COMPOSITES
It is extremely challenging to develop effective nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques for damage detection in composite materials due to the anisotropic nature of
composites and their layered structure. Reliable NDE methods need to be developed to
determine the structural integrity of composites. Composites develop extremely complex
modes of damage that are different from damages appearing in metals. Therefore, effective
detection of these complex damage types is extremely difficult. An assortment of
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods exists for damage detection in composite
structures. In this chapter, three NDE methodologies used for damage detection in
composites have been extensively described, namely, ultrasonic NDE, X-ray micro
computed tomography and eddy current testing. These methods will also be described in
subsequent chapters where they have been extensively used to detect manufacturing flaws
and operational damage in composite coupons.
3.1

INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are extensively used in the aerospace industry due to their light

weight and high strength to weight ratio. Composite materials consist of two or more
materials whose individual properties are utilized to create an inhomogeneous, anisotropic
composite material with superior material properties. These characteristics of composites
make it a challenge to use traditional NDE methods for detecting damage (Hsu 2013).
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Moreover, composites undergo different types of complex failure mechanisms compared
to metals which makes it a lot harder to detect the type, location, and extent of damage in
composites. A variety of NDE techniques exist in open literature that have proven to be
useful in damage detection in composites. This chapter focuses on three NDE
methodologies, namely, ultrasonic NDE, X-ray micro computed tomography, and eddy
current testing
3.2

ULTRASONIC NDE OF COMPOSITES
Ultrasonic NDE is one of the most widely practiced NDE methods for damage

detection in composite structures. This method uses short pulses of acoustic waves
generated by ultrasonic transducers to interact with the material in two methods: pulse echo
and through transmission. In manual methods, point by point scanning is conducted by a
hand-held probe and by using a couplant gel. This method is a very traditional method
which requires a high level of skill from the operator and is used for small areas but is very
time consuming.
Another method called immersion ultrasonic testing is very useful as it uses water
as the coupling medium in an immersion tank in which the specimen can be immersed and
pulse-echo (PE) or through transmission ultrasound (TTU) scans can be conducted. One
such setup can be observed in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Immersion ultrasonic NDE on a composite specimen
Using the immersion ultrasonic method, when signals are obtained at a specific
point, it is called an A-scan which is a plot of signal amplitude versus time (Bossi and
Georgeson 2020). In point-by-point scanning, A-scans are used by inspectors to examine
the changes in the A-scan signal to interpret if a damage is present in the structure or not.
From the A-scan, it is possible to determine the depth of the defect across the thickness of
the part. It is also possible to scan multiple points in a line scan and obtain multiple Ascans to create an image called a B-scan which shows distance versus time with the signal
amplitude shown with a color palette. B-scans can provide images of out-of-plane
discontinuities such as wrinkles or ply drops along with the depth location of such defects.
With a similar approach, it is also possible to obtain an area scan of a specific area over the
part under test. This results in a C-scan which provides various slices of area scans at
different depths. C-scans can display the shape of a damage such as an impact damage or
a delamination damage. Figure 3.2 displays exactly what A-scan, B-scan and a C-scan
looks like.
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Figure 3.2: Ultrasonic signal display options of A, B and C-scans
(Bossi and Georgeson 2020).
Another ultrasonic method for composite inspection uses a phased array wheel
probe called RollerFORM from Olympus where only a thin layer of water sprayed on the
composite specimen can be used as a coupling medium as can be observed in Figure 3.3.
This method has been proven to be extremely useful in NDE of large composite structures
to detect large sizes of damage that needs repairs to be conducted. However, this method
does not provide good depth resolution compared to the immersion method for thicker
composite specimens (Mei et al. 2019).

Figure 3.3: Experimental setup of composite
inspection using RollerFORM ultrasonic
phased array wheel probe
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Non-contact ultrasonic methods have also been explored by researchers to
eliminate the use of ultrasonic couplants. One of such non-contact hybrid methods uses a
laser to generate an ultrasonic wave and an air-coupled ultrasonic transducer for detection
(Djordevic 2000). Numerous non-contact hybrid systems have been developed by
researchers to generate lamb waves in composites for the detection of damage in composite.

Figure 3.4: Hybrid non-contact ultrasonic testing system
using laser generation and air coupled
detection (Djordevic 2000).
3.3

X-RAY MICRO-CT OF COMPOSITES
X-ray micro computed tomography is an advanced NDE methodology which is

used in applications where the 3D nature of the damage being inspected is very important.
X-ray micro-CT is able to provide extremely high spatial resolutions for small size flaws
in composites compared to other conventional NDE methods (Garcea et al. 2018).
Composites are heterogenous and anisotropic in nature and therefore obtaining high
resolution images of complex damages that occur in composites will be highly
advantageous. This method uses penetrating radiation to inspect materials for changes in
density or thickness (Bossi et al. 2002).
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup of an industrial x-ray micro CT system
with a turntable on which the sample is mounted
X-ray micro-CT machines come in different configurations. Figure 3.5 displays an
industrial X-ray micro-Ct equipment from Xradia in which the source and the detector are
stationary, but the sample holder is on a turntable that rotates for the purposes of scanning.
Another configuration is displayed in Figure 3.6 which displays a medical grade x-ray
micro-CT from PerkinElmer in which the specimen is stationary and the source and
detector combination rotates around the specimen for scanning it. X-ray micro-CT relies
on reconstruction of radiographic images acquired using a 360 rotation and illumination of
the specimen. Extensive post-processing needs to be done to reconstruct the damage form
the obtained radiographs.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental setup of a medical grade x-ray micro CT
system where the sample is stationary, and the source
and detector rotate
Images reconstructed from an X-ray Micro-CT system look like the images
displayed in Figure 3.7. This figure shows two examples of X-ray micro-CT images. Figure
3.7 (a) shows a CFRP woven J cross-sectional structure and Figure 3.7 (b) shows an image
of approximately 20-mm diameter coupon from a composite laminate containing porosity.
The CT slice cuts at a slight angle through two plies and the porosity lies along the fibers
at each orientation (Bossi and Georgeson 2020).

Figure 3.7: X-ray micro-CT images of CFRP (a) woven
J-structure (b) porosity in a laminate
(Bossi and Georgeson 2020).
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3.4

EDDY CURRENT TESTING OF METALS AND COMPOSITES
Eddy current testing is an NDE method that has been proven to be applicable for

damage detection in conductive materials such as metals (García-Martín et al. 2001).
Figure 3.8 displays a typical eddy current instrument and an eddy current probe placed on
top of a calibration block to obtain the Lissajous curve. ECT has been used to detect various
types of cracks and notches in metals and is a traditional NDE method for damage detection
and sizing in metals.

-

Figure 3.8: Typical eddy current transducer used
to obtain the Lissajous curve
In recent years researchers have begun to be interested in the application of ECT
for damage detection in conductive composites that are made up of conductive fibers such
as carbon fibers (Mizukami et al. 2016; James et al. 2020). ECT methods have been proven
to be extremely effective in detecting manufacturing flaws such as fiber misorientation,
fiber waviness and wrinkling in composites compared to conventional NDE methods. The
conductive carbon fibers I composites have created electrical pathways are susceptible to
be imaged and detected using novel ECT methods. Once such experimental setup where a
composite specimen with a wrinkle is being detected by an ECT system called Eddyfi
Reddy with I-Flex probe is displayed in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Eddy current testing of a
composite specimen with a
wrinkle damage
CFRP composites have low level conductivity and it is often for the eddy currents
to penetrate the thickness of the composite. This could apply small high-frequency coils
for penetration of the eddy currents. Figure 3.10 displays the results of scanning a cracked
composite part with a high frequency eddy current scanning system (Bossi and Georgeson
2020). The photograph of the cracked edge is taken from the back surface where the hat is
present, and the eddy current scan is taken from the skin surface.

Figure 3.10: Eddy current inspection of a cracked hat stiffener
composite (a) photograph with the crack location
marked (b) eddy current scan
(Bossi and Georgeson 2020).
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CHAPTER 4
EDDY CURRENT NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF
MANUFACTURING FLAWS IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
The manufacturing process of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite
structures can introduce many characteristic defects and flaws such as fiber misorientation,
fiber waviness and wrinkling. Therefore, it becomes increasingly important to detect the
presence of these defects at the earliest stages of development. Eddy current testing (ECT)
is a nondestructive inspection (NDI) technique which has been proven quite effective in
detection of damage in metallic structures. However, NDI of composite structures has
mainly relied on other methods such as ultrasonic testing (UT) and X-ray micro-CT to
name a few, and not much on ECT. In this chapter, the author has explored the possibility
of using ECT in NDI of CFRP composites by conducting simulations and experiments
thereafter. This research is based on the fact that the CFRP composite displays some lowlevel electrical conductivity due to the inherent conductivity of the carbon fibers. This lowlevel conductivity may permit eddy-current pathways to cause the flow of eddy currents in
the CFRP composites that can be exploited for non-destructive damage detection. An
invention disclosure describing our high-frequency ECT method has also been processed.
Firstly, multiphysics finite element method (FEM) simulation was used to simulate the
detection of various types of manufacturing flaws in CFRP composites such as fiber
misorientation; waviness; wrinkling, etc. Thereafter, ECT experiments were conducted on
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CFRP specimens with various manufacturing flaws using the Eddyfi Reddy eddy current
array (ECA) system.
4.1

INTRODUCTION
STATE OF THE ART
CFRP composite materials are of extreme interest in the aerospace and automotive

industries due to their light weight and high strength to weight ratio. Structures
manufactured using CFRP composites must be made in a perfect state such that they do
not introduce any dangerous risks. The manufacturing process of CFRP structures can
introduce significant manufacturing flaws such as fiber misorientation, fiber waviness and
wrinkling. Besides manufacturing flaws, the CFRP composite can also undergo operational
damage during its service lifetime. These types of defects may lead to catastrophic failures
if they are not detected at the earliest stages of development.
An assortment of nondestructive testing (NDT) methods exist that can be used for
damage detection in CFRP composites. The method used for testing is selected after
considering the cost, time involved, access to the composite and the ability of the method
to detect the presence and the extent of the damage. The simplest and most common
nondestructive testing method for CFRP composites is coin tapping (Kim 2008). This
method involves tapping the composite with a coin and listening for changes in the sound
which indicates the presence of damage. This method is not very reliable and is extremely
time consuming. Visual tests (Bossi and Giurgiutiu 2015) are performed by visually
examining the composite and have the advantage of not touching the composite and are
easy to execute. However, like the coin tapping, the accuracy of the method depends on
the operator. To improve the method, dye-penetrant is used. Vibration based methods are
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used to measure the frequency response of composites. These methods can detect stiffness
reduction which is evenly distributed over the composite (Kessler et al. 2002). A change
in the natural frequencies is an indicator of stiffness change. Infrared thermography
involves taking thermal images of a composite, which can provide information about its
inner structure. This method can detect voids, foreign inclusions, delamination and impact
damage in relatively short time (Meola et al. 2016). In ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation
and structural health monitoring, pulses of high-frequency sound-waves are transmitted
into the composite and the time it takes for them to reflect back is measured. The method
allows the detection of disbonds and delamination in the composite (D’orazio et al. 2008;
Diamanti and Soutis 2010; Raišutis et al. 2011). Microwave nondestructive evaluation
methods have begun to be explored and utilized for the detection of corrosion damage
precursors in Al- CFRP composites (James et al. 2017; James 2017) and for the prediction
and detection of low velocity impact damage in aerospace composites (James et al 2017;
Narayanan and James 2018). High resolution and wideband microwave synthetic aperture
radar imaging (Kim et al. 2017) and a microwave nondestructive testing system (Kim et al.
2017) have been developed for damage detection in multilayered CFRP composite
materials.
In recent years extensive work has been done to understand the phenomena of eddy
current testing in conductive materials and how it can be used to detect the presence of
defects. A benchmark problem called the testing electromagnetic analysis methods (TEAM)
workshop problem 15: rectangular slot in a thick plate which involves an experiment where
a circular air-cored coil is scanned, parallel to the x-axis, along the length of a rectangular
slot in an aluminum alloy plate. Researchers (Mook et al. 2001) used high frequency eddy
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-current sensors to characterize CFRP composites with various flaws such as fiber
misorientation, delaminations and cracks. The eddy current (EC) distribution was
reconstructed from the magnetic field in their work. Scientists (Heuer and Schulze 2011)
claim that there is no efficient and reliable testing system for in-line and consecutive
manual inspections of raw carbon fiber (RCF) materials and post laminated CFRP
materials. The multi-frequency ECT system consisting of a scalable 16 sensor
demonstrator line array developed at Fraunhofer IZF is used to detect missing carbon fiber
bundles, fringes, missing sewing threads and fiber misorientation. They were able to obtain
high-resolution eddy current images of visible even weaving threads. Researchers have
proposed a specialized EC probe (Mizukami et al. 2016) to detect in-plane and out-of-plane
fiber waviness in unidirectional CFRP. The proposed EC probe can detect in-plane fiber
waviness in a thin unidirectional CFRP laminate at sufficiently high drive frequencies.
Validity of their proposed method is verified through 3-D finite element method (FEM).
Scientists have also proposed a ferrite core EC probe (Cacciola et al. 2009) for the
nondestructive evaluation of CFRP composites. The effect of the ferrite core is analyzed
in order to focus the magnetic flux density on the investigated specimen. Eddy currents
generated by high speed ferrite core probe movement were investigated using numerical
simulation applying an FEM approach.
OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT WORK
After the manufacturing process, the CFRP retains some of the conductive
properties of the carbon fibers. These retained conductive properties of the carbon fibers
in the CFRP composites create electrical pathways that can be exploited using high
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frequency ECT systems. In this chapter, the author has pursued the development of an ECT
method for detecting manufacturing flaws and operational damage in CFRP composites.
First, various multiphysics FEM simulations were conducted to simulate the
detection of various types of manufacturing flaws and operational damage in CFRP
composites using an air-cored eddy current sensor to measure changes in its complex
impedance. Changes in the complex impedance of the coil can be measured in the
impedance plane and the Lissajous curve can be plotted to indicate the presence of a defect.
Subsequently, experimental detection of manufacturing flaws was pursued using the
knowledge accumulated from the ECT simulations. The specimens used in these
experiments contained both in-house manufactured specimens and specimens supplied by
The Boeing Company with manufacturing flaws. The specimens were subjected first to
conventional ultrasonic testing (UT) in an immersion tank. Subsequently, the specimens
were subjected to ECT using an Eddyfi Reddy eddy current array (ECA) system.
Results and findings described here have also been published as conference and
journal papers (James et al. 2019; James et al 2020) and an invention disclosure (Giurgiutiu
et al. 2018) covering our novel findings has been forwarded to The Boeing Company.
4.2

EDDY CURRENT TESTING SIMULATION OF CFRP COMPOSITES
EDDY CURRENT TESTING SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
COMSOL multiphysics commercial code was used to perform the 3D FEM

simulations of the ECT process. In order to build confidence in the modeling approach, the
TEAM workshop problem 15 was used which offers experimentally measured data during
ECT of a rectangular slot in an aluminum plate. First, a lift-off coil impedance plot was
generated by simulating a lift-off scenario which is similar to the lift-off curve that is
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obtained by an EC device after which the NDT inspector manually adjusts the phase of the
lift-off curve and makes the lift-off signal parallel to the horizontal axis to calibrate the
instrument. A similar procedure was followed while conducting the FEM simulations and
the phase of the lift-off curve obtained was adjusted to align it with the horizontal axis.
Subsequently, the ECT simulation of the TEAM workshop problem 15 scenario was
conducted to obtain an impedance plot. This plot was phase compensated to distinguish it
from the lift-off curve obtained earlier (similar to how the measurements are recorded on
an EC device by the NDT inspector). A good match is observed between the experimental
results obtained and the 3D FEM simulations. The results obtained (Figure 4.1) indicate
that a similar simulation strategy for an anisotropic CFRP composite plate can be used.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: FEM simulation results of TEAM workshop problem 15: (a) Coil
impedance plot comparing simulation and experimental results;
(b) Coil impedance plot with lift-off curve
EDDY CURRENT TESTING SIMULATION OF CFRP COMPOSITES
An approach similar to the one described in the TEAM workshop problem at the
end of the previous section was used to model the behavior of eddy currents due to an aircored coil placed on top of an eight-layer pristine thermoset CFRP composite with different
stacking sequences. Three distinct stacking sequences were used: unidirectional, cross-ply
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and quasi-isotropic. Table 4.1 displays the characteristics of the air-cored eddy current coil.
Table 4.2 displays the characteristics of the eight-layer CFRP thermoset laminate.
Table 4.1: Coil characteristics
Outer Diameter
(mm)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Height (mm)

Turns

Excitation
Current (mA)

3.2

1.2

0.8

140

30

Table 4.2: Laminate characteristics.
Lamina Thickness
(mm)

Number of
layers

Total laminate
Thickness (mm)

Laminate
Length (mm)

Laminate
Width (mm)

0.125

8

1

20

10

Each lamina can be regarded as a homogeneous and anisotropic layer, and the
conductivity tensor  n of the n-th layer in the global coordinates x, y, z can be expressed
as (Cheng et al. 2015):

 xx  xy 0 


 n = RnT Rn =  xy  yy 0 


0  zz 
 0

(4.1)

Where:

 cos n

Rn =  − s in n
 0

s inn

cos  n
0

 L 0

 =  0 T
 0
0
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0 

0 
 T 

0

0
1 

(4.2)

(4.3)

Eq. (4.2) is the rotation matrix that transforms the principal coordinates into the
global x, y, z coordinates. 𝜃𝑛 is the rotation angle of the n-th layer. Eq. (4.3) indicates the
conductivity tensor with respect to the principal axes of the n-th layer. In Eq. (4.3),  L is
20000 S/m and  T is 20 S/m.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF AIR-CORED EDDY CURRENT COIL
The frequency response of the air-cored coil was conducted by placing the air-cored
coil in a fixed position above pristine thermoset CFRP composites of different stacking
sequence and running a frequency sweep from 0.1 kHz to 10 GHz. The frequency response
of the air-cored coil above composite plates of different stacking sequences was obtained
as a Bode plot. It consisted of the log-log plot of the magnitude and the phase plot of the
complex impedance varying with increasing frequency for different stacking sequences.
The coil resistance and the coil reactance were combined to obtain the coil-impedance plot
on a log-log scale which clearly identified three distinct zones as displayed in Figure 4.2
along with the schematic of the simulation setup in which an air-cored eddy current coil is
placed over an eight-layer pristine CFRP thermoset laminate. In zone 1, it is observed that
the coil resistance remains constant with increase in frequency. In zone 2 it is observed that
as the frequency is increased there is a linear relationship between coil resistance and the
coil reactance. It is also observed that there is a clear gap in the coil impedance between a
unidirectional laminate and a cross-ply laminate. This zone is a zone of interest and the
frequencies in this zone can be used to identify flaws such as fiber misorientation, fiber
waviness. In zone 3, non-linear effects seem to be arising with increase in frequency.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Frequancy response of air cored EC coil: (a) Schematic configuration of
air-cored coil over eight-layer CFRP laminate;(b) Coil impedance plot
for different stacking sequences for increasing frequencies
FIBER MISORIENTATION DETECTION IN A UNIDIRECTIONAL CFRP COMPOSITE
A [0]8 unidirectional CFRP composite was modeled with a fiber misorientation
domain in the second layer and an air-cored EC coil was placed above it with a lift-off
distance of 0.1 mm to model the ECT detection of the simulated misorientation zone at a
frequency of 800 kHz which lies inside our zone of interest obtained from the previous
simulation. The misorientation zone was assigned different misorientation angles (±45
degree, ±60 degree and 90 degrees) by changing the orientation angle (𝜃𝑛 ) in the rotation
matrix, ( 𝑅𝑛 ) and the material properties for this zone were calculated based on the
conductivity tensor given by equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). Table 4.1 displays the
properties of the air-cored EC coil and Table 4.2 displays the properties of the
unidirectional CFRP composite used in this simulation. Figure 4.3 (a) displays the
schematic configuration of the air-cored coil scanning over the eight-layer unidirectional
CFRP composite with the fiber misorientation domain. The initial position of the coil is
directly above the misorientation domain and the coil is scanned in the longitudinal
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direction along the length of the composite plate towards the final position of the coil in a
line scan. Figure 4.3 (b) displays the compensated coil impedance plot along with the liftoff curve. The lift-off curve was obtained in a similar manner as described in section 4.2.1
for the case of the ECT of an aluminum plate with a rectangular slot. From the results
obtained, it can be observed that as the air-cored eddy current coil is scanned from the top
of the misorientation domain (initial position of the coil) and towards a pristine location
(final position of the coil) which is away from the fiber misorientation, the coil impedance
begins to approach the origin of the Lissajous curve where both the real and imaginary part
of the impedance is zero (pristine area). It can also be observed that the magnitude of the
impedance is directly proportional to the extent of the misorientation. This means that the
tail or length of the damage curve in the impedance plot (Figure 4.3 (b)) will be longer for
higher misorientation angles and smaller for smaller angles. The effect of change in
magnitude of the coil impedance can be observed in the bar graph displayed in Figure 4.3
(c).

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4.3:Fiber misorientation detection in a
unidirectional CFRP composite:
(a) Schematic configuration of
air-cored coil over eight-layer
unidirectional CFRP composite
with fiber misorientation; (b)
Compensated coil impedance
plot with lift-off; (c) change in
magnitude of complex impedance
due to different misorientation angles
IN-PLANE FIBER WAVINESS DETECTION IN UNIDIRECTIONAL CFRP COMPOSITE
A scenario very similar to the one described in the previous section was used to
model the fiber waviness detection in a [0]8 unidirectional CFRP composite. The fiber
waviness zone was divided into four equal subdomains and assigned misorientation angles
( 𝜃 ) of 45°, 30°, -30°, -45° to simulate an in-plane fiber waviness The schematic
configuration of modeling the fiber waviness is displayed in Figure 4.4 along with the
compensated coil impedance plot with the lift-off curve. The lift-off curve was obtained in
a similar manner as described in section 4.2.1 for the case of the ECT of an aluminum plate
with a rectangular slot. It can be observed that as the air-cored eddy current coil is scanned
from the top of the fiber waviness domain (initial position of the coil) towards a pristine
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location (final position of the coil) and away from the fiber waviness, the coil impedance
begins to approach the origin of the Lissajous curve where both the real and imaginary part
of the impedance is zero (pristine area). It can also be observed that a sharp change in the
damage curve in the impedance plot when the coil is directly on top of the edge of the fiber
waviness domain (half of the coil is above waviness domain and half of the coil is above
pristine area). In a similar way, out of plane waviness was also be modeled in the thickness
direction by considering different subdomains with different misorientation angles and was
able to be detected using the air cored coil (James et al. 2019).

Initial position of coil
Final position of coil
(Pristine area)

Initial position of coil
on top of the damage

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: In-plane fiber waviness detection in a unidirectional CFRP composite: (a)
Schematic configuration of air-cored coil over eight-layer unidirectional
CFRP composite with fiber waviness; (b) Compensated coil impedance
plot with lift-off
EMBEDDED WRINKLE DETECTION IN CROSSPLY CFRP COMPOSITE
A [0/90]2𝑆 crossply CFRP composite was modeled with an embedded wrinkle and
an air-cored coil was placed above it to model the ECT detection of an embedded wrinkle.
The embedded wrinkle was modeled as a noodle along the width of the composite with an
elliptical cross-section and assigned a conductivity tensor similar to the 90° laminas. The
properties of the air-cored eddy current coil and the crossply CFRP composite are similar
to the ones used previously. Figure 4. 5 displays the schematic configuration of the air-
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cored coil scanning over the eight-layer crossply CFRP composite with the embedded
wrinkle domain along with the compensated coil impedance plot with the lift-off curve.
The lift-off curve was obtained in a similar manner as described in section 4.2.1 for the
case of the ECT of an aluminum plate with a rectangular slot. From the results obtained, it
can be observed that as the air-cored eddy current coil is scanned from the top of the
embedded wrinkle domain (initial position of the coil) and towards a pristine location (final
position of the coil) away from the embedded wrinkle, the coil impedance begins to
approach the origin of the Lissajous curve where both the real and imaginary part of the
impedance is zero (pristine area). In this way the embedded wrinkle is detected.

Initial position of coil
Initial position of
coil on top of the
damage

Final position of coil
(Pristine area)

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 5: Embedded wrinkle detection in a crossply CFRP composite: (a) Schematic
configuration of air-cored coil over eight-layer unidirectional CFRP
composite with embedded wrinkle; (b) Compensated coil impedance plot
with lift-off
EMBEDDED POLYMER CANYON DETECTION IN CROSSPLY CFRP COMPOSITE
A scenario very similar to the one described in the previous section was used to
model the embedded polymer canyon detection in a [0/90]2𝑆 crossply CFRP composite.
The embedded polymer canyon was modeled as a noodle along the width of the composite
with a rectangular cross-section having a thickness that ranges from half of the first layer
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until half of the eighth layer. It was assigned the electric conductivity corresponding to
epoxy resin. The properties of the air-cored eddy current coil and the crossply CFRP
composite are similar to the ones used previously. Figure 4.6 displays the schematic
configuration of the air-cored coil scanning over the eight-layer crossply CFRP composite
with the embedded polymer canyon domain along with the compensated coil impedance
plot with the lift-off curve. The lift-off curve was obtained in a similar manner as described
in section 4.2.1 for the case of the ECT of an aluminum plate with a rectangular slot. From
the results obtained, it can be observed that as the air-cored eddy current coil is scanned
from the top of the embedded polymer canyon domain (initial position of the coil) and
towards a pristine location (final position of the coil) away from the embedded polymer
canyon, the coil impedance begins to approach the origin of the Lissajous curve where both
the real and imaginary part of the impedance is zero (pristine area). In this way it is possible
to detect the presence of an embedded polymer canyon.

Initial position of coil
Initial position of coil

Final position of coil
(Pristine area)

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: Embedded polymer canyon detection in a crossply CFRP composite: (a)
Schematic configuration of air-cored coil over eight-layer unidirectional
CFRP composite with embedded polymer canyon; (b) Compensated coil
impedance plot with lift-off
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4.3

EXPERIMENTAL EDDY CURRENT TESTING OF THERMOSET CFRP
COMPOSITES
MANUFACTURING OF CROSSPLY COMPOSITE WITH EMBEDDED WRINKLE
A [90/0]6 crossply composite was manufactured using the CYCOM ® 5320-1

epoxy resin system with the Hexcel IM7 12K fiber in a compression molding (hot press)
machine with the manufacturer’s cure cycle. A wrinkle was introduced between the first
and the second layer of the composite by rolling up prepreg into a noodle shape and
aligning it with the 0° fiber direction (Figure 4.7). Experimental UT and ECT was
conducted on this composite plate to determine if the embedded wrinkle was detectable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7: Manufacturing of crossply composite with embedded wrinkle: (a) Cure cycle;
(b) Prepreg layup; (c) Final composite plate (355 mm x 355 mm x 1.5 mm)
with embedded wrinkle
EXPERIMENTS

OF

CROSSPLY CFRP COMPOSITE SPECIMEN

WITH

EMBEDDED

WRINKLE
4.3.2.1 UT Immersion Tank Inspection
UT scans were conducted in the ultrasonic immersion tank on the CFRP composite
specimen with the embedded wrinkle. A 10 MHz, 1" focused, 0.375" diameter ultrasonic
transducer was used in the pulse-echo mode for conducting the UT scans. The experimental
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setup is displayed in Figure 4.8 with the composite plate placed inside the immersion tank
with the focused transducer scanning in the in-plane x-y direction.

Figure 4.8: Experimental setup for the
ultrasonic immersion tank
inspection
Post-processing of the data obtained from the ODIS software interface is able to
provide a clear C-scan image, B-scan image and A-scans in the pristine and wrinkled areas
of the specimen as displayed in Figure 4.9. From this figure it can clearly be observed that
from the C-scan and B-scan images there is strong reflection from the embedded wrinkle.
By comparing the A-scan signals it can clearly be seen that in the location with the
embedded wrinkle there is a clear reflection signal in between the front wall and the back
wall of the composite plate.
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(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4.9: UT immersion tank inspection results: (a) C-scan; (b) B-scan; (c) Pristine
area A-scan (d) Damaged area A-scan
4.3.2.2 Experimental Eddy Current Testing
Experimental ECT was conducted on the [90/0]6 crossply composite specimen with
embedded wrinkle using the Eddyfi Reddy eddy current array (ECA) scanner connected
with I-Flex probes. I-Flex probes are extremely flexible probes and can be used for flat as
well as curved surfaces. The I-Flex probes have many small air-cored coils which operate
as transmitters and receivers based on the mode of operation that is chosen as can be seen
in Figure 4.10.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Modes of operation of I-Flex probes: (a) small air cored coils in the I-Flex
probes; (b) Long single driver mode; (c) Short double driver mode
The long single driver mode uses a combination of one transmitter and 3 receivers
that are further away from each other, and the short double driver mode uses a combination
of two transmitters and two receivers that are close to each other. For our experiments, the
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short double driver mode was used to incorporate equal number of transmitters and
receivers. Figure 4.11 displays the components of the experimental setup which includes
the Eddyfi Reddy instrument and the two types of I-Flex probes that were used for the
experiments.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11: Components of the experimental setup for ECT: (a) Eddyfi Reddy; (b) First
I-Flex probe with a coverage of 56 mm operating at 250 kHz and 525 kHz;
(c) Second I-Flex probe with a coverage of 34 mm operating at 500 kHz and
800 kHz
The first I-Flex probe had a central frequency of 250 kHz and a maximum
frequency of 525 kHz with a coverage width of 56 mm. The second I-Flex -probe had a
central frequency of 500 kHz and a maximum frequency of 800 kHz with a smaller
coverage width of 34 mm. The four frequencies, 250 kHz, 525 kHz, 500 kHz and 800 kHz
were explored for the detection of the embedded wrinkle in the crossply composite
specimen. The experimental setup consisted of Eddyfi Reddy and an I-Flex probe chosen
from the two available probes as displayed in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: ECT experimental
setup with the
composite plate

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 4.13: Top-side ECA scan of specimen with embedded wrinkle at (i) 250 kHz, (ii)
525 kHz, (iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz
ECT experiments were conducted from the top-side as well as the bottom-side of
the CFRP specimen to see if the embedded wrinkle can be detected from both sides of the
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specimen. Figure 4.13 displays the results obtained from the top-side ECA scans for
different probes and frequencies and Figure 4.14 displays the results obtained from the
bottom-side ECA scans. From both these figures it can be observed that the embedded
wrinkle can be detected using all four frequencies from both sides of the plate with subtle
differences between different frequencies with reduced signal to noise ratio at higher
frequencies.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 4.14: Bottom-side ECA scan of specimen with embedded wrinkle at (i) 250 kHz,
(ii) 525 kHz, (iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz
MANUFACTURING OF CROSSPLY COMPOSITE WITH EMBEDDED POLYMER CANYON
A [0/90]2S crossply composite was manufactured using the CYCOM ® 5320-1
epoxy resin system with the Hexcel IM7 12K fiber in a compression molding (hot press)
machine with the manufacturer’s cure cycle. A polymer canyon was introduced between
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the first and the second layer of the composite aligning a Teflon rod of 3 mm diameter with
the 90° fiber direction (Figure 4.15). Experimental UT and ECT was conducted on this
composite plate to determine if the embedded polymer canyon was detectable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.15: (a) Cure cycle; (b) Prepreg layup; (c) Final composite plate (355 mm x 355
mm x 1.5 mm) with embedded wrinkle
EXPERIMENTS

OF

CROSSPLY CFRP COMPOSITE SPECIMEN

WITH

EMBEDDED

POLYMER CANYON
4.3.4.1 UT immersion tank inspection
Similar to the previous scenario, UT scans were conducted in the ultrasonic
immersion tank on the CFRP specimen with embedded polymer canyon. A 10 MHz, 1"
focused, 0.375" diameter transducer was used for conducting the C-Scans. The
experimental setup is similar to the one displayed in Figure 4.8 with the composite plate
placed in the immersion tank with the focused transducer scanning in the in-plane x-y
direction. Post-processing of the data obtained from the ODIS software interface is able to
provide a clear C-scan image, B-scan image and A-scans in the pristine and wrinkled area
of the specimen as displayed in Figure 4.16. From the C-scan and B-scan images a pristine
area in the composite specimen and the area with the embedded polymer canyon can be
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clearly differentiated. From the A-scan signals the reflection from the embedded polymer
canyon in the waveform can be observed.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.16: UT immersion tank inspection results (a) C-scan; (b) B-scan; (c) Pristine
area A-scan (d) Damaged area A-scan
4.3.4.2 Experimental Eddy Current Testing
Experimental ECT was conducted on the crossply [0/90]2S composite specimen
using the Eddyfi Reddy Eddy Current Array (ECA) scanner connected with I-Flex probes.
Similar to the previous scenario, the short double driver mode was chosen, and four
frequencies, 250 kHz, 525 kHz, 500 kHz and 800 kHz were explored for the detection of
the embedded polymer canyon in the crossply composite specimen. The experimental setup
consisted of Eddyfi Reddy connected to an I-Flex probe chosen from the two available
probes as displayed in Figure 4.12.
ECT experiments were conducted from the top-side as well as the bottom-side of
the CFRP specimen to see if the embedded polymer canyon can be detected from both
sides of the specimen. Figure 4.17 displays the results obtained from the top-side ECA
scans for different probes and frequencies and Figure 4.18 displays the results obtained
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from the bottom-side ECA scans. From both these figures, it can be observed that as the
frequency increases, the detection of the embedded polymer canyon becomes easier and
the signal to noise ratio decreases.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 4.17: Top-side ECA scan of specimen with embedded polymer canyon at (i) 250
kHz, (ii) 525 kHz, (iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

(i)

(ii)
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(iii)

(iv)

Figure 4.18: Bottom-side ECA scan of specimen with embedded polymer canyon at (i)
250 kHz, (ii) 525 kHz, (iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz
DESCRIPTION OF WRINKLED CFRP COMPOSITE SPECIMENS FROM BOEING
Three wrinkled specimens were supplied by The Boeing Company, namely,
Wrinkle 1 specimen, Wrinkle 2 specimen and Wrinkle 3 specimen. All the specimens have
48 plies with Wrinkle 1 and Wrinkle 2 specimens being unsymmetrical composites with
complicated stacking sequence and Wrinkle 3 specimen being a cross-ply composite. The
average total thickness of Wrinkle 1 and Wrinkle 2 specimens was 8.84 mm. The average
total thickness of Wrinkle 3 specimen was 8.27 mm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.19: Specimens with embedded wrinkles supplied by The Boeing Company: (a)
Wrinkle 1 specimen; (b) Wrinkle 2 specimen; (c) Wrinkle 3 specimen
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The L/d ratio (ratio of the width of the wrinkle to the depth of the wrinkle) of the
wrinkle of these 3 specimens is displayed in the images in Figure 4.19 along with high
resolution cross-sectional images of each specimen at 4800 dpi. The cross-sectional scans
are able to display the out-of-plane waviness caused by the embedded wrinkle and are also
used to imply the clear meaning of the L/d ratio for the wrinkle of each specimen.
EXPERIMENTS ON WRINKLED CFRP COMPOSITE SPECIMENS FROM BOEING
4.3.6.1 UT immersion tank inspection
Similar to the previous scenarios, UT scans were conducted in the ultrasonic
immersion tank on the three wrinkled specimens. A 10 MHz, 1-inch focused transducer
was used for conducting the C-Scans. The experimental setup is similar to the one
displayed in Figure 4.8 with the composite plate placed inside the immersion tank with the
focused transducer scanning in the in-plane x-y direction.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.20 UT immersion tank inspection results of Wrinkle 1 specimen (a) C-scan; (b)
B-scan; (c) Pristine area A-scan (d) Damaged area A-scan
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Post-processing of the data obtained from the ODIS software interface is able to
give a C-scan image, B-scan image and A-scans in the pristine and wrinkled area of the
specimen as displayed in Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21 and Figure 4. 22.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.21: UT immersion tank inspection results of Wrinkle 2 specimen (a) C-scan; (b)
B-scan; (c) Pristine area A-scan (d) Damaged area A-scan
From the UT scans, it can be observed that the wrinkle in the Wrinkle 1 specimen
was able to be detected but the wrinkles in the Wrinkle 2 and Wrinkle 3 specimens which
are much wider were not detected very well and gives little evidence of the presence of
embedded wrinkles in these specimens.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. 22: UT immersion tank inspection results of Wrinkle 3 specimen (a) C-scan; (b)
B-scan; (c) Pristine area A-scan (d) Damaged area A-scan
4.3.6.2 Experimental Eddy Current Testing
Experimental ECT was conducted on the three wrinkled composite specimens
using the Eddyfi Reddy eddy current array (ECA) scanner connected with I-Flex probes.
Two types of I-Flex probes were used for the experiments similar to the earlier scenarios.
Similar to the previous scenarios, the short double driver mode was chosen and four
frequencies, 250 kHz, 525 kHz, 500 kHz and 800 kHz were explored for the detection of
wrinkles in each of the three specimens. The experimental setup consisted of Eddyfi Reddy
connected to an I-Flex probe chosen from the two available probes similar to the setup
displayed in Figure 4.12. ECT experiments were conducted from the top-side as well as
the bottom-side of each specimen to see if the wrinkles can be detected from both sides of
the specimens. Figure 4.23 displays the results obtained from the top-side ECA scans for
different probes and frequencies used on Wrinkle 1 specimen and Figure 4.24 displays the
results obtained from the bottom-side ECA scans. Figure 4.25 displays the results obtained
from the top-side ECA scans for different probes and frequencies used on Wrinkle 2
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specimen and Figure 4.26 displays the results obtained from the bottom-side ECA scans.
Figure 4.27 displays the results obtained from the top-side ECA scans for different probes
and frequencies used on Wrinkle 3 specimen and Figure 4.28 displays the results obtained
from the bottom-side ECA scans. The embedded wrinkles in both the Wrinkle 1 specimen
and Wrinkle 2 specimen were able to be detected at all frequencies using both the I-Flex
probes. As observed in the previous ECA scanning results, increase in the frequency,
improves the detectability of the embedded wrinkle but also increases the noise in the
images obtained from the scanning. The embedded wrinkle in the Wrinkle 3 specimen was
unable to be detected from the top-side scan using the first probe but was partially
detectable using the second probe with high noise. The embedded wrinkle in the Wrinkle
3 specimen was successfully detected using both the probes from the bottom-side scan.
The results obtained clearly indicate that for these specimens, the UT scans were
inconclusive in detecting the embedded wrinkles and the ECA scans were able to detect
the presence of the wrinkles more conclusively.
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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(i)

Figure 4.23 Top-side ECA scan of Wrinkle 1 specimen at (i) 250 kHz, (ii) 525 kHz,
(iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

(i)

(ii)
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(iii)

Figure 4.24 Bottom-side ECA scan of Wrinkle 1 specimen at (i) 250 kHz,
(ii) 525 kHz, (iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

(iv)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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(i)

Figure 4.25 Top-side ECA scan of Wrinkle 2 specimen at (i) 250 kHz, (ii) 525 kHz,
(iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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(i)

Figure 4.26 Bottom-side ECA scan of Wrinkle 2 specimen at (i) 250 kHz, (ii) 525 kHz,
(iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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(i)

Figure 4.27 Top-side ECA scan of Wrinkle 3 specimen at (i) 250 kHz, (ii) 525 kHz,
(iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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(i)

Figure 4.28 Bottom-side ECA scan of Wrinkle 3 specimen at (i) 250 kHz, (ii) 525 kHz,
(iii) 500 kHz and (iv) 800 kHz

CHAPTER 5
GENERATING CONTROLLED ONE-INCH IMPACT DAMAGE IN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES FOR SHM AND NDE VALIDATION
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to conduct controlled low velocity impact
experiments in quasi-isotropic carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites of
increasing thicknesses to generate barely visible impact damage (BVID) that creates 1"
impact damage diameter. Such impacted CFRP coupons with controlled damage diameter
would serve in the future for validation of structural health monitoring (SHM) and
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) damage detection methodology. Various 2-mm, 4-mm
and 6-mm thick quasi-isotropic CFRP composite plates having similar stacking sequence
were manufactured in a compression molding machine. These plates were cut into
numerous 6" x 4" coupons to be impacted in accordance with ASTM D7136 standard on a
Dynatup impact testing machine. The goal of the experiments was to identify the
combination of impactor mass, energy and momentum at which approximately 1" impact
damage diameter could be produced for test coupons of increasing thicknesses. Interesting
observations were made with respect to the size and shape of the impact damage as the
thickness of the composite coupons was increased from 2-mm to 6-mm. Modified
experiments were also conducted on 6-mm coupons to achieve close to 1" impact damage
diameter. The greatest challenge in conducting these experiments was in the thick 4-mm
and 6-mm coupons which did not display a predictable trend. Future work should focus on
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overcoming this challenge towards achieving a predictable impact damage size
methodology.
5.1

INTRODUCTION
STATE OF THE ART
In carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites, barely visible impact

damage (BVID) can occur due to tool drops during manufacturing on the shop floor or low
velocity impact of small and large debris during the service life of the structure. In low
velocity impact events, the impactor may not penetrate the composite material but still may
lead to BVID causing various types of damage such as delamination, matrix cracks and
fiber fracture. BVID represents surface indentations which are too small to be seen during
visual aircraft inspections and can cause the formation and growth of considerable internal
damage. Under compressive loading scenarios such damage can propagate and can lead to
extensive overall strength reduction of the structure
The earliest work on impact testing of composites was conducted on unidirectional
laminates in the 1970’s (Butcher 1979; Toland 1974) under different loading conditions to
understand how an impact event affects the structural behavior of composites and how
impact damage begins to propagate in composites. In the 1980’s Cantwell et al. began to
conduct low and high velocity impact tests on different stacking sequence of composites
materials to see the influence of varies parameters like geometry and projectile mass on
impact response of composites (Cantwell and Morton 1989; Cantwell et al. 1986; Cantwell
and Morton 1989; Cantwell 1988; Cantwell and Morton 1989). Cantwell also began to look
into methods that could be used to detect impact damage (Cantwell and Morton 1985).
Subsequently researchers began to conform to ASTM standard of drop weight impact
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testing (ASTM 2005) for conducting their impact experiments. Researchers looked at the
effect of impact loads on damage and residual compressive strength of CFRP laminated
beams (Ishai and Shragai 1990). Researchers also looked at the fatigue behavior of impact
damaged CFRP laminates (Stellbrink 1983). After conducting impact experiments, it
became important to come up with prediction models to quantify the residual strength of a
composite after impact. This work was spearheaded by Caprino (Caprino 1984). Shortly
after prediction models were developed, finite element methods to model impact damage
began to be explored by other researchers (Clark 1989; Sun 1977; Greszczuk and Chao
1977; Bonini et al. 1970; Becker 1970). In some recent work, researchers (Schoeppner and
Abrate 2000) investigated used low velocity impact load –time histories from the AFRL
database to impact load level at which impact damage will begin. Scientists also developed
numerical FEM models (Caputo et al. 2014) for impact scenarios in composites and
proposed model described damage initiation and propagation of impact damage.
Researchers used 3D DIC (Flores et al. 2017) to analyze the deformation in coupons
subjected to low velocity impacts in the order of 10 J. Other researchers conducted serial
sectioning microscopy (Wallentine and Uchic 2018) and Ultrasonic scans to characterize
BVID in unidirectional CFRP composites. Researchers also conducted a comprehensive
review of impact analysis methods (Bogenfeld et al. 2018) and discussed analytical and
numerical models to predict impact damage and fiber failure. Researchers also conducted
a benchmark low velocity impact study (Panettieri et al. 2016) on thin 16-ply and 24-ply
quasi-isotropic carbon/epoxy laminates and proposed a numerical-experimental approach
to evaluate the effect of impact energies. Scientists examined the effect of temperature on
low velocity impact response of CFRP composites (Gómez-del Río et al. 2005). Scientists
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also studied the impact response of marine laminates (Sutherland et al. 2005)
experimentally focusing on the energy absorption mechanisms of the laminates. Scientists
also examined the effect of low velocity repeated impacts on plain-woven hybrid
composites (Sevkat et al. 2010). Researchers investigated the influence of single and
multiple impacts on GFRP composite laminates (Amaro et al. 2013). Further analytical
predictions of critical impact loads for large mass impact damage in 2-mm composite plates
were conducted and validated (Olsson 2001). This relationship was later used by other
researchers for the identification and reconstruction (Ghajari et al 2013) of impact force
history for composite stiffened panels.

Figure 5.1: Effect of impact damage diameter on
compressive strength of composite
(MIL-HDBK-17-3F)
The concept of BVID was introduced in the 1980’s with respect to understanding
the damage tolerance of composite laminates (Davis and Jones 1983; Anderson 1984). In
subsequent years, BVID became important in the inspection of composite aircraft where
the damage needed to be characterized as BVID or visible impact damage (VID). BVID is
defined as damage that is visible at a distance of less than 1.5 m and VID is defined as
damage that is visible at a distance of 1.5 m or greater (MIL-HDBK-17-3F). This clear
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distinction between BVID and VID during aircraft inspections can determine if a
composite repair is needed or not. If a damage is characterized as VID it needs repairs to
be conducted to the composite. However, there is a loophole to these definitions. A
situation may arise where damage is characterized as BVID based on visual inspections
but may have an impact damage diameter of 1" or greater. An impact damage diameter of
1" or greater may significantly deteriorate the compressive strength of the composite part
(see Figure 5.1) and may need immediate repairs and must not be discounted despite being
characterized as BVID. From Figure 5.1 we can also observe that in comparison to a 1"
damage diameter of any damage type (delamination, porosity, open hole), an impact
damage having a diameter of 1" or greater can significantly reduce the compressive
strength of the composite structure. This is the significance and importance of detecting
and monitoring impact damage having a diameter of 1" or greater.
With the increasing occurrence of BVID in composites, detection methods needed
to be developed to characterize the impact damage size and shape accurately. Ultrasonic
testing was one of the first methods to be used for impact damage inspection and detection
(Cantwell and Morton 1985; Bar-Cohen and Crane 1984; Aymerich and Meili 2000).
Guided wave propagation in composite laminates has been widely used as a structural
health monitoring technique to observe the interaction of waves with impact damage over
large propagation distances (Gresil and Giurgiutiu 2013; Santos et al. 2013; tai et al. 2020;
Rogge and Leckey 2013). Eddy current methods have been explored by researchers to
detect manufacturing flaws and operational damage such as impact damage in CFRP
composites (James et al. 2020; Liang et al. 2016; He et al. 2014). Researchers have also
explored microwave nondestructive evaluation techniques to investigate low velocity and
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high velocity impact damage in composites due to environmental effects (Narayanan and
James 2018; Li et al. 2014; Greenawald et al. 2000; Li et al. 2016). Infrared thermography
is also being explored by scientists as a viable option of detecting impact damage in a rapid
manner (Meola and Carlomagno 2010; Tan et al. 2011; Meola and Carlomagno 2014). Xray computed tomography is also being used by researchers to give a 3D assessment of
impact damage in composite structures (Bull et al. 2013; Schilling et al. 2005). Advanced
guided wave methods (Mei et al. 2020; James et al. 2020) are currently being explored by
the author of this chapter for rapid, reliable and large area assessment of composite
structures subjected to controlled impact damage. The author of this chapter is also
exploring the use of in-situ acoustic emission methods (James et al. 2020) for the
ascertainment of extensive damage occurrence in impacted composites.
OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT WORK
The objective of this chapter is to conduct controlled impact events in CFRP
composite coupons of increasing thicknesses to produce a specific size of impact damage
i.e. 1". Such impacted CFRP coupons with controlled damage diameter would serve in the
future for validation of SHM and NDE damage detection methodology. ASTM D7136
standard of impact testing has been used to conduct impact experiments on 6" x 4" quasiisotropic coupons having a thickness ranging from 2-mm to 6-mm. The goal of the impact
experiments was to identify a combination of mass, energy, and momentum of the impactor
for which a controlled damage of 1" can be produced. Ultrasonic testing and X-ray microCT were used to visualize the size and extent of impact damage that was produced in each
experiment. Surface profilometry was used to examine the impacted surface of the
composite coupon as well as the rear surface of the composite coupon. The results
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demonstrate that controlled damage is much easier to be obtained in thin laminates
compared to thicker laminates (James et al. 2020). Currently, to validate SHM and NDE
detection methods, embedded simulated delaminations are employed in between layers of
laminated composite materials by using thin sheets of Teflon or Mylar (Moradi and
Safizadeh 2019). Our approach gives us an opportunity to create a specific size of real
impact damage as compared to simulated damages for effective and accurate SHM and
NDE validation.
5.2

MANUFACTURING OF QUASI-ISOTROPIC CFRP COMPOSITE PLATES
To make the coupons for impact testing, composite plates were manufactured using

the CYCOM ® 5320-1 epoxy resin system with the Hexcel IM7 12K fiber in a compression
molding (hot press) machine with the manufacturer’s cure cycle. To manufacture quasiisotropic composite plates with different thicknesses an appropriate stacking sequence with
the appropriate number of layers had to be chosen. The quasi-isotropic stacking sequence
was chosen based on the work done by previous researchers. A [-45/90/+45/0]2S stacking
sequence was chosen for manufacturing the 2-mm composite plate with 16 layers. To
manufacture a 4-mm composite plate, a [-45/90/+45/0]4S stacking sequence with 32 layers
was chosen and to manufacture a 6-mm composite plate a [-45/90/+45/0]6S stacking
sequence with 48 layers was chosen. After the manufacturing process in the compression
molding machine, the thickness of the manufactured plates was a little higher than
anticipated, i.e. the 2-mm plate had an average thickness of 2.14 mm, the 4-mm plate had
an average thickness of 4.15 mm and the 6-mm plate had an average thickness of 6.28 mm.
The plates that were manufactured were cut into 6" x 4" coupons to conduct impact tests
conforming to the ASTM D7136 standard of impact testing. The cure cycle, compression
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molding machine and one of the manufactured composite plates is displayed in Figure 5.2.
From the large composite plates, the 6" x 4" standard size coupon for the ASTM D7136
testing was cutout as displayed in Figure 5.2 (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Manufacturing of quasi-isotropic composite plates: (a) Cure cycle; (b)
compression molding machine; (c) Final composite plate with 6" x 4" cutouts
5.3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

5.3.1 ASTM D7136 DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TESTING
A drop tower with low friction guide rails is used to induce collision between a
mass of known weight (impactor) and a fixed composite coupon of dimensions 6" x 4".
The controlled impact event is recorded by a piezoelectric load cell which can accurately
record data of the applied impact force, energy absorbed by the coupon and the
displacement of the coupon during the event. Using variable impact heights, data is
collected that shows how the coupon behaves under impacts of varied magnitude, and these
impact tests can be conducted in sequence to see how damage forms in the coupon over
repeated impacts. This data can then be used to predict future behavior of the material such
as crack propagation and other damage formation. These tests are particularly useful when
studying composite materials. Since composites are designed to distribute damage
throughout the volume of a material, damage formation and the propagation of cracks can
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be difficult to predict accurately through theory and simulation alone. Also, difficulties in
predicting important properties such as stiffness of the material and the amount of energy
it is capable of absorbing before experiencing failure make drop weight impact testing a
valuable process in material science.

Figure 5.3: Dynatup 8200 drop weight impact testing machine
Before the test is conducted, it is important to make sure that the impact carriage
and conveyor is secured safely above the clamping platform. The sample is placed on top
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of the support fixture centering it on top of the 5" x 3" cut-out and the assembly is clamped
into place. A protective cover is placed over the coupon to prevent accidental damage.
After this the conveyor is slowly raised or lowered using the hoist control to the desired
distance above the sample and is fastened into place using the shaft collars. This distance
is measured using the laser height indicator and determines the drop height. All the
equipment is checked to ensure that the data acquisition system is recording the data
properly and then it is engaged; also checked is that the sample cover is removed. The
trigger mechanism is then activated, initiating the drop impact event. The impactor can be
caught safely after rebounding from the coupon to avoid secondary impact. It is also
possible to avoid secondary impact if the drop weight impact testing machine has an antirebound device or stop block. The data is saved and the impact carriage is lifted away from
the sample and is locked back into place on the conveyor. The sample cover is placed over
the coupon to ensure no further damage to it as the conveyor’s shaft collars are unlocked
and the hoist mechanism is used to lift the carriage away from the clamping assembly. The
entire experimental setup is displayed in Figure 5.3.
5.3.2 ULTRASONIC NDE OF IMPACTED COUPONS
Ultrasonic testing (UT) scans were conducted using the RollerFORM inspection
and also in the ultrasonic immersion tank on the CFRP composite coupons before and after
impact to obtain the B-scan and C-scan images and compare a pristine coupon with a
coupon that underwent impact damage and to see the size and shape of the impact damage.
In the case of the RollerFORM inspection, a thin layer of water is sprayed on the composite
coupons to be inspected and a phased array wheel probe is moved along the composite
coupon and the B-scan and C-scan images of the scanning area are displayed on the
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OmniScan system. In the case of the immersion tank inspection, a 10 MHz, 1" focused,
0.375" diameter ultrasonic transducer was used in the pulse-echo mode for conducting the
UT scans. Post-processing of the data obtained from the ODIS software interface is able to
give us a clear C-scan image, B-scan image, and A-scans in the pristine and impacted
coupons. The experimental setups for these inspection techniques are displayed in Figure
5.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: UT scans were performed using (a) RollerFORM inspection (b) Immersion
tank inspection
5.3.3 X-RAY MICRO COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY OF IMPACTED COUPONS
To visualize some of the internal features of the impact damage that were not clearly
visible using the ultrasonic NDE technique, X-ray micro-CT (computed tomography)
technique was used. The Quantum GX microCT imaging system from PerkinElmer as
displayed in Figure 5.5 was used for imaging the impacted 2-mm, 4-mm and 6-mm CFRP
coupons. Different sizes of sample beds can be used to accommodate different size of
specimens. The impacted 6" x 4" coupons can also be accommodated. However, to image
the impacted area more clearly with a smaller field of view and a smaller voxel size,
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representative impacted coupons with desirable impact damage were cut into smaller sizes
for better resolution of images.

Figure 5.5: PerkinElmer Quantum GX microCT Imaging System
5.3.4 SURFACE PROFILOMETRY OF IMPACTED COUPONS
When a CFRP structure undergoes a BVID, the changes in surface profile are not
apparent. In addition to visualizing the internal damage inside the composite structure, it is
important to look at the changes in the surface profile of the structure as well. In order to
do this, a Veeco Dektak 3ST surface profiler as displayed in Figure 5.6 was used to conduct
profilometry scans on impacted coupons. These profilometry scans were useful in
determining the dent depth of the top surface i.e. impacted surface of the coupons as well
as determining the pushout depth of the back surface of the coupons. The surface profile
also elucidates the shape of the impactor tup which is hemispherical as can be seen from
the shadowgraph image as displayed in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Veeco Dektak 3ST surface profiler

Figure 5.7: Shadowgraph of the impactor tup
5.4

ANALYSIS OF IMPACT TESTING DATA
Behavior of a sample during the impact event can be observed in the data that is

recorded from the load cell. The impact force-time history is converted from the load cell
output voltage. The impact velocity is calculated by:
𝑤12

𝑣𝑖 = (𝑡

2 −𝑡1 )

𝑡1 +𝑡2

+ 𝑔 (𝑡𝑖 − (
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2

))

(0.1)

Where 𝑤12 = distance between flag prongs, 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 = time first and second flag prong
passes detector, 𝑔 = acceleration due to gravity, and 𝑡𝑖 = time of initial contact.
The velocity and displacement history of the impactor is calculated by:
𝑡 𝐹(𝑡)

𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑔𝑡 − ∫0

𝑚

𝑔𝑡 2

𝑡 𝐹(𝑡)

𝛿(𝑡) = 𝑣𝑖 𝑡 +

2

𝑡

− ∫0 (∫0

𝑚

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

(0.2)
(0.3)

Where 𝑣𝑖 = impact velocity, 𝑡 = time, 𝐹 = impact force, and 𝑚 = mass of impactor.
Furthermore, the energy absorbed by the coupon can be calculated using:
𝐸𝑎 (𝑡) =

𝑚(𝑣𝑖2 −𝑣(𝑡)2 )
2

+ 𝑚𝑔𝛿(𝑡)

(0.4)

This data provides insight into how the sample performs under the stresses applied
by the impact weight and can preview how the sample absorbs energy and how damage
propagates. Questions about how brittle the sample is and whether it was destroyed during
the impact event can be indicated by the force-time curve.
5.5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
IMPACT TESTS CONDUCTED ON 2-MM QUASI-ISOTROPIC COUPONS
Impact tests were conducted on various 6" x 4" coupons having the stacking

sequence of [-45/90/+45/0]2S which had thickness in the range of approximately 2-mm.
The details of the impact tests are given in Table 5.1. This table indicates that 2 coupons
were used for the same potential energy with an impactor mass of 3.06 kg. Coupons B and
C were impacted with 5.85 J, coupons D and E were impacted with 9.66 J, coupons F and
G were impacted with 14.05 J and coupons H and I were impacted with 16.04 J. All the
energies were incremental and were estimated to try and obtain 1" impact damage diameter
in the 2-mm thick coupons in an iterative process.
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Table 5.1: Impact tests conducted on 2-mm quasi-isotropic coupons
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Coupon

Avg.
thickness
(mm)

Mass
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Energy
(J)

Impact
velocity
(m/s)

Momentum
(Ns)

Damage
size (in)

Ei (J)

% of Ei
absorbed

B

2.15

3.059

19.512

5.855

1.791

5.478

0.6

4.906
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C

2.13

3.059

19.512

5.855

1.772

5.420

0.63

4.802

52

D

2.11

3.059

32.194

9.661

2.204

6.740

0.77

7.427
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E

2.19

3.059

32.194

9.661

2.209

6.757

0.8

7.463
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F

2.14

3.059

46.828

14.052

2.626

8.034

0.95

10.550
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G

2.02

3.059

46.828

14.052

2.679

8.193

0.93

10.972
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H

2.19

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.858

8.743

1.015

12.495
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I

2.17

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.899

8.866

1.04

12.850
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Figure 5.8: Force-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]2S coupons

Figure 5.9: Displacement-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]2S coupons
In coupons H and I with impactor energy of 16.04 J we were able to obtain 1" impact
damage diameter.
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The force-time history of the impacts is given in Figure 5.8. The load curve shows
peaks at certain maximum load and is parabolic in shape. When the load curve is symmetric,
its shape indicates that the impact energy is primarily deflected and little or no damage has
occurred in the coupon. When there are irregularities in the parabolic shape of the load
curve this indicates that the coupon has undergone extensive damage .
The force-time history of the impacts is given in Figure 5.8. The load curve shows
peaks at certain maximum load and is parabolic in shape. When the load curve is symmetric,
its shape indicates that the impact energy is primarily deflected and little or no damage has
occurred in the coupon. When there are irregularities in the parabolic shape of the load
curve this indicates that the coupon has undergone extensive damage . The velocity-time
history of the impact events in the 2-mm coupons begins from being positive initially as
the impactor is dropped towards the coupon then it becomes zero upon contacting the
coupon and becomes negative as the impactor rebounds from the coupon and moves
upwards. The negative velocity indicates the upward rebounding of the impactor after
impacting the coupon. The displacement-time history of the coupons begins from zero and
becomes maximum upon contacting with the impactor and then goes back to zero as the
impactor is rebounded upwards as can be clearly observed in Figure 5.9. We can clearly
observe that the maximum displacement is obtained in coupons H and I for an impact
energy of 16.04 J. which causes an internal delamination size of 1".
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Figure 5.10: Energy-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]2S coupons
The energy-time plots given in Figure 5.10 are taken from the force-time curves
through integration of the data. The energy-time plots better describe the peak energy
experienced and energy absorbed by the coupons. Here, the energy absorbed is the
difference between the value at the end of the plot and the initial value. The difference
between the peak energies observed and the energy absorbed can be used to determine the
efficiency of energy absorption by the material. Furthermore, the energy-time history
clearly is able to demonstrate the percentage of impact energy that is absorbed by the
coupon to create the irreversible process of damage. For coupons H and I where 1"
delamination is formed, over 65% of the impact energy is absorbed by the coupons.
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Figure 5.11: Maximum impact force, delamination size and absorbed enrgy of
[-45/90/+45/0]2S coupons
After performing two impact tests per energy/ drop height, the data obtained was
further extrapolated to obtain a linear relationship between maximum impact force and
potential energy of impactor. A linear relationship was also obtained between delamination
size and potential energy of impactor. Similarly, a linear relationship was also obtained
between the absorbed energy and potential energy of impactor. These relationships are
displayed in Figure 5.11. From these impact experiments, we can also infer the effect of
impact energy and impact momentum on delamination size and penetration of damage
across the thickness of these coupons as indicated in Figure 5.12. Hence a mass, height and
energy combination of the impactor was obtained to initiate a 1" size impact damage in a
[-45/90/+45/0]2S 2-mm thick quasi-isotropic coupon.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of impact energy and momentum on delamination size in
[-45/90/+45/0]2S coupons
Ultrasonic immersion tank scans were conducted to obtain the B-scan and C-scan
images of the impact damage to observe its shape and size. From the B-scan, it can be seen
that although, the center of the damage area undergoes permanent deformation similar to a
dent, it does not have a delamination as a clear reflection from the center of the damage
can be seen in the B-scan. From the C-scan image, we can clearly see the fiber cracking
and pushout in the -45º fiber direction and this can be seen by looking at the rear surface of
the coupon. A quad plot of coupon I, displaying the force-time history, the energy time
history, The B-scan and C-scan is observed in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Quad plot of 2-mm coupon with force-history, energy-history, B-scan
and C-scan
X-ray micro-CT imaging was conducted to obtain slices of the impact damage as it
propagates from the top surface of the coupon to the bottom surface in a “rotating fan”
phenomenon. The C-scan image (X-Y plane) at one of the bottom layers is displayed in
Figure 5.14 (a) along with the green dashed line and the blue dashed line which are the
locations along which the B-scan images have been produced. The B-scan images of both
the Z-X plane (Figure 5.14 (b)) and the Y-Z plane (Figure 5.14 (c)) can also be observed.
From the B-scan images in can be observed that the center of the impact damage has a
pyramidal shape and is composed of many matrix cracks and small delaminations in the
form a staircase like transition.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 5.14: X-ray micro-CT of 2mm coupon with 1" impact damage
Profilometry scans of coupon I which produced a 1" damage were conducted using
a Veeco Dektak 3ST surface profiler to observe the profile of the top and bottom surface
after impact. The profilometry images are displayed in Figure 5.15. Using the top surface
scan we were able to estimate that the dent depth is approximately 54 µm and using the
bottom surface scan we were able to estimate the pushout height as 80 µm. Some of the
irregularities in Figure 5.15 (b) can be attributed to the rough bottom surface of the
composite. This roughness appears due to the fact that the caul plates used to manufacture
this coupon were not smooth and the impressions on the surfaces of the caul plates were
imprinted on the coupon thereby making it rough with irregularities. This roughness was
fixed in subsequent manufacturing of the composite plates. It is also interesting to observe
that the dent profile seems hemispherical with a small dimple. The dimple is attributed to
the tup which was used for the impact and was not ground well.
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Figure 5.15: Profilometry scans of 2-mm coupon:
(a) Top surface; (b) Bottom surface
IMPACT TESTS CONDUCTED ON 4-MM QUASI-ISOTROPIC COUPONS
Similar to the previous section, impact tests were conducted on various 6” x 4” coupons
having the stacking sequence of [-45/90/+45/0]4S which had thickness in the range of
approximately 4-mm. The details of the impact tests are given in Table 5.2. This table
indicates that all coupons were impacted with an impactor mass of 3.06 kg. Coupons A, B,
K and L were impacted with 16.04 J, coupons C and D were impacted with 10.53 J,
coupons E and F were impacted with 13.46 J, coupons G and H were impacted with 14.75
J, coupon I was impacted with 11.71 J and coupon J was impacted with 14.05 J. All the
energies were incremented/decremented based on the previous tests and were estimated to
try and obtain 1" damage diameter in the 4-mm thick coupons. There seems to be a
threshold phenomenon occurring where a very narrow range of energy exists where the
damage diameter significantly increases with a small change in height for the same mass.
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This threshold phenomena could be attributed to the fact that some of the matrix cracks
create the onset of larger than 1" impact damage diameter. In coupons A, B, K and L with
impactor energy of 16.04 J we were able to obtain approximately 1.3" delamination size
which was closest to 1".
The force-time history of the impacts is given in Figure 5.16. The load curve shows
peaks at certain maximum load and is parabolic in shape. When the load curve is symmetric,
its shape indicates that the impact energy is primarily deflected and little or no damage has
occurred in the coupon. When there are irregularities in the parabolic shape of the load
curve this indicates that the coupon has undergone extensive damage. These irregularities
can be observed in force-time plots of coupons A, B, K and L and they seem to be very
consistent. This can also be seen for coupon H which is clearly an outlier.

Figure 5.16: Force-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]4S coupons
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Table 5.2: Impact tests conducted on 4-mm quasi-isotropic coupons
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Coupon

Avg.
thickness
(mm)

Mass
(kg)

Heigh
t (cm)

Energy
(J)

Impact
velocity
(m/s)

Momentum
(Ns)

Damage
size (in)

Ei (J)

% of Ei
absorbed

A

4.18

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.884

8.822

1.317

12.724

77

B

4.19

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.881

8.811

1.271

12.692

75

C

4.07

3.059

35.121

10.539

2.283

6.984

0

7.9721

58

D

4.14

3.059

35.121

10.539

2.332

7.134

0

8.3188

64

E

4.21

3.059

44.877

13.466

2.575

7.877

0.32

10.142

55

F

4.17

3.059

44.877

13.466

2.739

8.378

0.33

11.474

58

G

4.05

3.059

49.169

14.754

2.815

8.612

0.42

12.122

55

H

4.08

3.059

49.169

14.754

2.787

8.526

1.33

11.882

77

I

4.25

3.059

39.023

11.710

2.423

7.411

0

8.9792

53

J

4.09

3.059

46.828

14.052

2.657

8.126

0.28

10.795

59

K

4.16

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.895

8.855

1.37

12.817

75

L

4.21

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.839

8.683

1.34

12.323
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The velocity-time history of the impact events in the 4-mm coupons begins from
being positive initially as the impactor is dropped towards the coupon then it becomes zero
upon contacting the coupon and becomes negative as the impactor rebounds from the
coupon and moves upwards. The displacement-time history of the coupons begins from
zero and becomes maximum upon contacting with the impactor and then goes back to zero
as the impactor is rebounded upwards as can be clearly observed in Figure 5.17. We can
clearly observe that the maximum displacement is obtained in coupon G for an impact
energy of 14.75 J. Coupon H was an outlier as the same energy did not create any
significant damage in coupon G. If we look at the force curves of coupons G and H we will
observe that they have almost the same maximum force but their damage mechanisms are
different due to their difference in strength which is anomalous.

Figure 5.17: Displacement-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]4S coupons
The energy-time plots given in Figure 5.18 is taken from the force-time curve
through integration of the data. The energy-time history clearly is able to demonstrate the
percentage of impact energy that is absorbed by the coupon to create the irreversible
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process of damage. For coupons A, B, K, L and G (outlier) where 1.3" delamination is
formed, over 76% of the impact energy is absorbed by the coupons.

Figure 5.18: Energy-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]4S coupons

Figure 5.19: Maximum impact force, delamination size and
absorbed enrgy of [-45/90/+45/0]4S coupons
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Figure 5.20: Effect of impact energy and momentum on delamination size in
[-45/90/+45/0]4S coupons
After performing these impact tests, the data obtained was further extrapolated to
obtain a linear relationship between maximum impact force and potential energy of
impactor. Similarly, a linear relationship was also obtained between the absorbed energy
and potential energy of impactor. An exponential relationship was obtained between
damage size and potential energy of impactor. These relationships are displayed in Figure
5.19. From these impact experiments, we can also infer the effect of impact energy and
impact momentum on damage size and penetration of damage across the thickness of these
coupons as indicated in Figure 5.20. Here we can see a clustering effect where coupons
impacted with the same energy have similar characteristics. Hence a mass, height and
energy combination of the impactor was obtained to initiate a 1.3" size delamination in a
[-45/90/+45/0]4S 4-mm thick quasi-isotropic coupon which was closest to 1" damage.
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Figure 5.21: Quad plot of 4-mm coupon with force-history, energy-history,
B-scan and C-scan
Ultrasonic immersion tank scans were conducted to obtain the B-scan and C-scan
images of the impact damage to observe its shape and size. From the B-scan, it can be seen
that although, the center of the damage area undergoes permanent deformation similar to a
dent, it does not have a delamination as a clear reflection from the center of the damage
can be seen in the B-scan and it aligns with the bottom surface of the coupon. In addition,
it can also be observed that the impact damage has propagated all the way through the
thickness of the composite similar to the 2-mm coupon. From the C-scan image, we can
clearly see that there is a small fiber pushout in the -45º fiber direction, and this can be seen
by looking at the rear surface of the coupon as well. A quad plot of a representative coupon,
displaying the force-time history, the energy time history, The B-scan and C-scan is
observed in Figure 5.21.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.22: X-ray micro-CT of 4mm coupon
with 1" impact damage
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X-ray micro-CT imaging was conducted to obtain slices of the impact damage as it
propagates from the top surface of the coupon to the bottom surface in a “rotating fan”
phenomenon. The C-scan image (X-Y plane) at one of the bottom layers is displayed in
Figure 5.22 (a) along with the green dashed line and the blue dashed line which are the
locations along which the B-scan images have been produced. The B-scan images of both
the Z-X plane (Figure 5.22 (b)) and the Y-Z plane (Figure 5.22 (c)) can also be observed.
From the B-scan images in can be observed that the center of the impact damage has a
pyramidal shape and is composed of many matrix cracks and small delaminations in the
form a staircase like transition.
Profilometry scans of the coupon were conducted similar to the previous section to
observe the profile of the top and bottom surface after impact. The profilometry images are
displayed in Figure 5.23. Using the top surface scan, we were able to estimate that the dent
depth is approximately 87 µm and using the bottom surface scan we were able to estimate
the pushout height as 97 µm. As can be observed, the bottom surface of this coupon in
Figure 5.23 (b) has much lesser the irregularities when compared to the bottom surface of
the 2-mm coupon in Figure 5.23 (b). It is also interesting to observe that the dent profile
seems a little flatter compared to the 2-mm coupon with a small dimple. The flatness in the
surface profile is attributed to the additional 45° and -45° laminas in the 4-mm coupon
which increases the flexural stiffness of the composite and therefore the coupon resist the
bending due to impact.
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Figure 5.23: Profilometry scans of 4-mm coupon:
(a) Top surface; (b) Bottom surface
IMPACT TESTS CONDUCTED ON 6-MM QUASI-ISOTROPIC COUPONS
Impact tests were conducted on various 6” x 4” coupons having the stacking sequence of
[-45/90/+45/0]6S which had thickness in the range of approximately 6-mm. The details of
the impact tests are given in Table 5.3. This table indicates that coupon Q-6-A was
impacted 6 times with different mass and heights, coupon Q-6-B and coupon Q-6-C were
impacted twice, and coupons Q-6-D, Q-6-E and Q-6-F were impacted only once. Multiple
impacts were conducted to try and obtain 1" damage diameter in the 6-mm thick coupons.
Despite numerous attempts there seems to be a threshold phenomenon occurring where the
damage diameter significantly increases from less than 0.5" to more than 1.7" after multiple
impacts. This threshold phenomena seems to be appearing in 6-mm coupons when they are
subjected to multiple impact. The first impact creates a small size impact damage diameter
of less than 0.5" along with some matrix cracks. Upon the second impact on the same
coupon, these matrix cracks widen uncontrollably and lead to the onset of an impact
damage diameter of more than 1.7".
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Table 5.3: Impact tests conducted on 6-mm quasi-isotropic coupons
Avg.
Coupon thickness
(mm)

Mass
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Impact
Energy
Momentum
velocity
(J)
(Ns)
(m/s)

Damage
size (in)

Ei (J)

% of Ei
absorbed
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Q-6-A

6.29

3.059

53.462

16.042

2.980

9.12

0

13.619

65

Q-6-A

6.29

3.059

78.047

23.419

3.630

11.10

0.25

20.122

61

Q-6-A

6.29

5.406

20.556

10.901

2.060

11.14

0.29

11.530

62

Q-6-A

6.29

5.406

41.112

21.801

2.850

15.41

0.44

21.970

59

Q-6-A

6.29

7.628

14.196

10.622

1.770

13.50

0.48

11.998

61

Q-6-A

6.29

7.628

28.391

21.244

2.470

18.84

1.91

23.323

76

Q-6-B

6.32

3.059

58.535

17.565

3.060

9.36

0

14.350

67

Q-6-B

6.32

7.628

28.391

21.244

2.530

19.30

1.9

24.394

82

Q-6-C

6.28

6.566

24.988

16.095

2.340

15.36

0.3

18.040

57

Q-6-C

6.28

6.566

33.318

21.460

2.660

17.46

1.8

23.191

78

Q-6-D

6.27

5.406

61.668

32.702

3.540

19.14

2.2

33.848

76

Q-6-E

6.18

5.406

51.390

27.251

3.320

17.95

1.88

29.802

82

Q-6-F

6.25

5.406

41.112

21.801

2.870

15.51

1.79

22.356
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Figure 5.24: Force-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupon Q-6-A for multiple impacts

Figure 5.25: Force-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons Q-6-B and
Q-6-C for multiple impacts
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Figure 5.26: Force-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons Q-6-D, Q-6-E and Q-6-F
The force-time history of the impacts are given in Figure 5.24, Figure 5.25 and
Figure 5.26. The force-time curve shows peaks at certain maximum load and is parabolic
in shape. When the load curve is symmetric, its shape indicates that the impact energy is
primarily deflected and little or no damage has occurred in the coupon. When there are
irregularities in the parabolic shape of the load curve this indicates that the coupon has
undergone extensive damage. These irregularities can be observed in all coupons at the
final impact where the damage significantly increases in the coupons.
The velocity-time history of the impact events in the 6-mm coupons is similar to
the behavior described for the 2-mm and 4-mm coupons. The displacement-time history of
the coupons also has a similar trend as displayed by previous coupons and can be clearly
observed in Figure 5.27, Figure 5.28 and Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.27: Displacement-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupon Q-6-A for multiple
impacts

Figure 5.28: Displacement-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons Q-6-B
and Q-6-C for multiple impacts
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Figure 5.29: Displacement-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons
Q-6-D, Q-6-E and Q-6-F
The energy-time plots given in Figure 5.30, Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 is taken
from the force-time curve through integration of the data. The energy-time history clearly
is able to demonstrate the percentage of impact energy that is absorbed by the coupon to
create the irreversible process of damage. Similar to the 4-mm plate, there seems to be a
threshold phenomenon occurring where if the absorbed energy is more than 79 %, it creates
a delamination of 1.7" or more in the 6-mm plate.
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Figure 5.30: Energy-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupon Q-6-A for multiple impacts

Figure 5.31: Energy-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons Q-6-B
and Q-6-C for multiple impacts
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Figure 5.32: Energy-time history of [-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons Q-6-D, Q-6-E and Q-6-F
From these impact experiments, we can also infer the effect of impact energy and
impact momentum on delamination size and penetration of damage across the thickness of
these coupons as indicated in Figure 5.33. Hence a mass, height and energy combination
of the impactor was obtained to initiate a 1.8" or greater size damage in a [-45/90/+45/0]6S
6-mm thick quasi-isotropic coupon.
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Figure 5.33: Effect of impact energy and momentum on delamination size in
[-45/90/+45/0]6S coupons
Ultrasonic immersion tank scans were conducted to obtain the B-scan and C-scan
images of the impact damage to observe its shape and size similar to the previous two
sections. From the B-scan, it can be observed that the impact damage has not propagated
all the way through the thickness of the composite coupon which did occur in the case of
the 2-mm coupon and the 4-mm coupon. From the C-scan image, we can clearly see that
the damage diameter is 1.79" which was the damage diameter that was closest to 1" that
could be obtained. It can also be observed from the C-scan that the maximum damage is
now in the 90º fiber direction as opposed to the -45º fiber direction in the 2-mm and 4-mm
coupons because the damage had propagated through the thickness for the 2-mm and 4mm coupon and has not propagated through the thickness for the case of the 6-mm coupon.
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A quad plot of a representative coupon, displaying the force-time history, the energy time
history, The B-scan and C-scan is observed in Figure 5.34.

Figure 5.34: Quad plot of 6-mm coupon with force-history, energy-history, B-scan and
C-scan
X-ray micro-CT imaging was conducted to obtain slices of the impact damage as it
propagates from the top surface of the coupon to the bottom surface in a “rotating fan”
phenomenon. The C-scan image (X-Y plane) at one of the bottom layers is displayed in
Figure 5.35 (a) along with the green dashed line and the blue dashed line which are the
locations along which the B-scan images have been produced. From the C-scan image, we
can clearly observe a large delamination on the right hand side of the impacted region. The
B-scan images of both the Z-X plane (Figure 5.35 (b)) and the Y-Z plane (Figure 5.35 (c))
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can also be observed. From the B-scan images in can be observed that the center of the
impact damage has a pyramidal shape which is more sporadic than the scenarios of the 2mm and 4-m coupons and is composed of many matrix cracks and small delaminations in
the form a staircase like transition.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 5.35: X-ray micro-CT of 6mm coupon with 1" impact damage
Profilometry scans of the coupon were conducted similar to the previous section to
observe the profile of the top and bottom surface after impact. The profilometry images are
displayed in Figure 5.36. Using the top surface scan we were able to estimate that the dent
depth is approximately 119 µm and using the bottom surface scan we were able to estimate
the pushout height as 93 µm. As can be observed, the bottom surface of this coupon in
Figure 5.36 (b) does not cover the entire damage since it is greater than 1" and the scanning
area is also limited by the bounds of the surface profiler when compared to the bottom
surface of the 2-mm coupon in Figure 5.15 (b) and 4-mm coupon in Figure 5.23 (b). It is
also interesting to observe that the dent profile seems flatter in Figure 5.36 (a) compared
to the 2-mm and 4-mm coupon with a small dimple. The flatness in the surface profile is
attributed to the additional 45° and -45° laminas in the 6-mm coupon compared to the 2mm and 4-mm coupons which increases the flexural stiffness of the composite and
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therefore the coupon resist the bending due to impact. This is an interesting observation
and has not been reported before in literature. From this observation, we can assume that
as the thickness of the impacted coupons increases, the profile of the impacted surface
becomes flatter and less hemispherical.

Figure 5.36: Profilometry scans of 6-mm coupon: (a) top surface;
(b) bottom surface
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MODIFIED EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TESTING
After having some difficulties in obtaining the mass, height and energy
combination to obtain 1" delamination size in the 4-mm and 6-mm thick coupons, it was
assumed that due to the thickness of the coupons being more than 2-mm, the in-plane
dimensions (aspect ratio) needed to be increased so that the coupon could be bent more in
flexure upon impact. Since the ASTM D7136 fixture has maximum in-plane dimensions
of 12" x 6", the coupon dimensions will be changed from 6" x 4" to 12" x 6" (since that is
the in-plane dimension of the fixture). Two rectangular frames have been constructed that
will hold the larger coupon and be clamped to the D7136 fixture to conduct impact tests
on the same drop tower. These tests will not conform to ASTM D7136 standards. The
modified experimental setup is displayed in Figure 5.37. These tests will be conducted in
the future to try and obtain close to 1" impact damage diameter in thick composite coupons.
Guided-wave based methods will also be explored to detect impact damage of different
sizes and distinguish impact damage from a simulated delamination. The use of X-ray
computed tomography will also be explored as an impact damage detection technique in
addition to the aforementioned methods.
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New
6" x 12“
Frame

Figure 5.37: Proposed modification of the coupon holding fixture on the Dynatup 8200
drop weight impact testing machine
IMPACT TESTS CONDUCTED ON 12" X 6", 6-MM QUASI-ISOTROPIC COUPONS
Using the modified experimental setup, impact tests were conducted on various 12"
x 6" coupons having the stacking sequence of [-45/90/+45/0]6S which had thickness in the
range of approximately 6-mm. The details of the impact tests are given in Table 5.4. In
Section 5.5.3 the impact tests conducted on 6" x 4", 6-mm thick coupons designated as Q6-A, Q-6-B, etc. were discussed.
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Table 5.4: Impact tests conducted on 12" x 6", 6-mm quasi-isotropic coupons
Avg.
Impact
Mass Height Energy
Momentum Damage
Coupon thickness
velocity
(kg)
(cm)
(J)
(Ns)
size (in)
(mm)
(m/s)

Ei
(J)

% of Ei
absorbed
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QL6A

6.23

5.406 41.110

21.802

2.911

15.74

0.095

22.91

52%

QL6A

6.23

5.406 61.666

32.703

3.600

19.46

2.2

35.03

74%

QL6B

6.25

5.406 51.388

27.253

3.322

17.96

0.4

29.82

49%

QL6B

6.25

5.406 56.527

29.978

3.429

18.54

2

31.78

73%

QL6C

6.26

5.406 53.957

28.615

3.402

18.39

0.45

31.28

51%

QL6C

6.26

5.406 55.242

29.297

3.365

18.19

2

30.60

68%

QL6D

6.23

5.406 56.527

29.978

3.430

18.54

0.37

31.79

49%

In this section, the 12" x 6", 6-mm thick coupons will be designated as QL6A,
QL6B, etc. The data in Table 5.4 indicates that coupon QL6A, QL6B and QL6C were each
impacted 2 times with the same mass but different heights to try and obtain close to 1”
impact damage diameter. Coupon QL6D was impacted only once. Double impacts were
conducted to try and obtain 1" impact damage diameter in the 6-mm thick coupons. Despite
numerous attempts there seems to be a threshold phenomenon occurring where the damage
diameter significantly increases from less than 0.45" to more than 2" after double impacts.
A similar threshold phenomenon was observed in the 6-mm coupons of having a standard
size of 6”x 4".
The force-time histories of the double impacts conducted on coupons QL6A, QL6B
and QL6C are displayed in Figure 5.38. The force-time curves show peaks at certain
maximum load and are parabolic in shape. When the load curve is symmetric, its shape
indicates that the impact energy is primarily deflected and little or no damage has occurred
in the coupon. When there are irregularities in the parabolic shape of the load curve this
indicates that the coupon has undergone extensive damage. The first impacts as indicated
by the plots on the left hand side show little or no irregularities indicating that there was
little to no internal damage in the coupons. Some irregularities can clearly be observed in
the three coupons at the second impact where the damage significantly increases in the
coupons. For coupon QL6D, it can be observed from its force-time history in Figure 5.39
that even with the impact energy comparable to the second impact on coupon QL6C which
created 2" impact damage diameter in it, there is only a damage of 0.37" created in coupon
QL6D which indicates the threshold phenomena described earlier.
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Figure 5.38: Force-time histories of coupons QL6A, QL6B and QL6C
for double impacts

Figure 5.39: Force-time history of coupon QL6D for single impact
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The velocity-time history of the impact events in these 6-mm coupons is similar to
the behavior described in the previous sections. The displacement-time histories of the
double impacts conducted on coupons QL6A, QL6B and QL6C are displayed in Figure
5.40 where the second impact clearly create a larger displacement as compared to the first
impacts. The displacement-time history of coupon QL6D is displayed in Figure 5.41 and
indicates a displacement value comparable to the second impacts of the previous coupons
but crates a fraction of the impact damage size.

Figure 5.40: Displacement-time histories of coupons QL6A, QL6B and QL6C
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Figure 5.41: Displacement-time history of coupon QL6D
The energy-time plots of the double impacts conducted on coupons QL6A, QL6B
and QL6C are displayed in Figure 5.42 and clearly able to demonstrate the percentage of
impact energy that is absorbed by the coupon to create the irreversible process of damage.
For the first impact we can observe that the absorbed impact energy is only 50% of the
impact energy and for the second impact more than 68% of the impact energy is absorbed
by the coupons. The energy-time history of coupon QL6D is displayed in Figure 5.43. In
this coupon although the impact energy is comparable to the second impact conducted on
coupon QL6C, it only absorbs 50% of the impact energy which is similar to the first
impacts on the previous coupons. Similar to the previous sections, there seems to be a
threshold phenomenon occurring where if the absorbed energy is more than 68 %, it creates
a delamination of 2" or more in the 12” x 6", 6-mm coupons.
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Figure 5.42: Energy-time histories of coupons QL6A, QL6B and QL6C

Figure 5.43: Energy-time history of coupon QL6D
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Figure 5.44: Effect of impact energy and momentum on impact damage size and damage
penetration across the thickness for coupons QL6A, QL6B, QL6C and QL6D
From these impact experiments, we can also infer the effect of impact energy and
impact momentum on delamination size and penetration of damage across the thickness of
these coupons as indicated in Figure 5.44. In these plots, the first impacts and the second
impacts have the numbers “1” and “2” before the symbols indicating the impacts. From
these impact experiments, a mass, height and energy combination of the impactor was
obtained to initiate a 2" or greater size impact damage in a [-45/90/+45/0]6S 6-mm thick
quasi-isotropic coupon having a coupon size of 12" x 6".
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Figure 5.45: Quad plot of QL6B coupon with force-history, energy-history, B-scan and
C-scan
Ultrasonic immersion tank scans were conducted to obtain the B-scan and C-scan
images of the impact damage to observe its shape and size similar to the previous three
sections. From the B-scan, it can be observed that the impact damage has not propagated
all the way through the thickness of the composite coupon which is similar to the previous
section where the 6" x 4", 6-mm coupons was examined. This phenomenon did occur in
the case of the 2-mm coupon and the 4-mm coupon. From the C-scan image, we can clearly
see that the damage diameter is approximately 2" which was the damage diameter that was
closest to 1" that could be obtained. It can also be observed from the C-scan that the
maximum damage is now in the -45º fiber direction even though the damage has not
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propagated through the thickness of the 6-mm coupon. A quad plot of a representative
coupon QL6B, displaying the force-time history, the energy time history, The B-scan and
C-scan is observed in Figure 5.45.
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CHAPTER 6
PURE MODE GUIDED WAVE IMPACT DAMAGE DETECTION IN
COMPOSITES
Due to the extensive use of composite materials in aerospace structures, they are
highly susceptible to various types of damage including barely visible impact damage
(BVID) due to low-velocity impact events such as bird strikes and runway debris.
Implementation of guided-wave based structural health monitoring (SHM) for BVID
detection in composites has been extremely challenging due to the anisotropic nature of
composites and the complex wave-damage interaction with impact damage. This chapter
presents a new methodology for the detection of BVID in composites using selectively
pure shear horizontal (SH) guided wave mode generated by angle beam transducers (ABT)
and received by phased array transducers (PAT). In this methodology, pure SH0 wave
excitation was achieved using the angle beam transducers and variable angle wedges and
after propagation in the composite it was received by the phased array transducer. First, the
semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method was used to generate the guided wave
dispersion curves and the corresponding tuning angle for the SH0 mode excitation was
obtained based on Snell’s law. Then, pitch-catch experiments using the ABT-PAT
transducer pair were conducted to validate the pure SH0 mode excitation. After this, impact
damage experiments were conducted on multiple quasi-isotropic carbon fiber reinforced
polymer (CFRP) composite plates having different thicknesses by conforming to the
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ASTM D7136 standard to generate controlled impact damage size of 1". Next, impact
damage detection experiments using pure SH0 mode at 500 kHz, were conducted using the
ABT-PAT transducer pair. It was observed that pure SH0 mode was sensitive to the impact
damage as a significant decrease in the signal amplitude was observed in thin coupons and
amplitude drop along with mode conversion was observed in thicker coupons. With our
experiments, we demonstrated the validity and usefulness of this technique for impact
damage detection in composite structures. An invention disclosure describing the use of
angle beam transducers for SH wave excitation method has been filed and is in the process
of becoming a provisional patent.
6.1

INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Barely visible impact damage (BVID) is a specific type of damage that can occur

in aerospace composite materials during the manufacturing stages due to accidental tool
drops on the shop floor or due to low-velocity impacts of runway debris or large hailstones
during inclement weather during the service life of the structure. In low-velocity impact
events, complete penetration of the composite material by the impactor may not occur but
may still create considerable damage internally which is barely visible i.e. BVID from the
outside. BVID represents surface dents which are too small or too difficult (due to lighting
conditions, coatings of paint) to be seen during visual aircraft inspections and can
propagate and lead to extensive overall strength reduction of the structure thereby causing
catastrophic failure if not properly inspected and repaired.
The ideology of BVID was introduced in the early 1980s with respect to
understanding the damage tolerance of composite laminates (Davis and Jones 1983;
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Anderson 1984). In subsequent years, BVID became important in the inspection of
composite aircraft where the damage needed to be characterized as BVID or visible impact
damage (VID). According to the military handbook for composite materials (MIL-HDBK17-3F), BVID is defined as damage that is visible at a distance of less than 1.5 m, and VID
is defined as damage that is visible at a distance of 1.5 m or greater. This clarity in
distinguishing between BVID and VID during aircraft inspections can determine if a
composite repair is needed or not at the location where an impact has occurred. If a damage
is characterized as VID it needs repairs to be conducted to the composite immediately.
However, there is a loophole to these definitions. A situation may arise where the damage
is characterized as BVID based on visual inspections but may have an impact damage size
of 1" or greater.

Figure 6.1: Effect of impact damage size on compressive strength
of composite (MIL-HDBK-17-3F)
An impact damage size of 1" or greater may significantly deteriorate the strength
of the composite part (see Figure 6.1) and may need immediate repairs to be conducted.
This impact damage must not be discounted from repairs despite being characterized as
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BVID. From Figure 6.1 we can also observe that in comparison to a 1" damage diameter
of any damage type (delamination, porosity, open hole), an impact damage having a
diameter of 1" or greater can significantly reduce the compressive strength of the composite
structure. This is the significance and importance of detecting and monitoring impact
damage having a diameter of 1" or greater (James et al. 2020).
With the increasing occurrence of BVID in composites, nondestructive evaluation
and structural health monitoring methods needed to be developed to characterize the impact
damage. Ultrasonic testing was one of the first methods to be used for impact damage
inspection and detection (Cantwell and Morton 1985; Bar-Cohen and Crane 1984). Eddy
current methods have been explored by researchers to detect manufacturing flaws and
operational damage such as impact damage in CFRP composites (James et al. 2019; James
et al. 2020). Researchers have also explored microwave nondestructive evaluation
techniques to investigate low-velocity and high-velocity impact damage in composites due
to environmental effects (Narayanan and James 2018; Kim et al. 2017; James et al. 2017).
Infrared thermography is also being explored by scientists as a viable option of detecting
impact damage in a rapid manner (Meola and Carlomagno 2010; Meol;a and Carlomagno
2014). X-ray computed tomography is also being used by researchers to give a 3D
assessment of impact damage in composite structures (Bull et al. 2013; Schilling et al.
2005). Guided wave propagation in composite laminates has been used to see the
interaction with impact damage. Advanced guided wave methods are currently being
explored for rapid, reliable, and large area assessment of composite structures subjected to
controlled impact damage (Gresil and Giurgiutiu 2013; Rogge and Leckey 2013; Mei et al.
2020; tai et al. 2020).
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Guided have been widely used in the structural health monitoring (SHM) of
composite structures due to their long propagation distance and low loss of energy. Among
guided waves, Lamb-wave based SHM technologies have been widely used to detect
various types of damage in composite structures, including delamination and impact
damage (Tian et al. 2015; Mei et al. 2019; Girolamo et al. 2018). Compared with the widely
used Lamb waves, the fundamental shear horizontal (SH0) wave is relatively simpler
because they are only mildly dispersive in typical composites (Mei et al. 2020) compared
to Lamb waves which are highly dispersive. However, SH0 wave has been less investigated
for composite SHM applications.
In recent years, adjustable angle beam transducers (ABT) have been utilized to
achieve single-mode Lamb wave excitation and detection (Wang et al. 2019; Toyama and
Takatsubo 2004). For exciting SH0 wave in metallic structures, electromagnetic acoustic
transducers (EMAT) are typically used (Ribichini et al. 2011). In recent years, the
applicability of SH0 wave mode has promoted the development of novel methodologies to
overcome the difficulties associated with SH0 wave generation in composites. SH-wave
piezoelectric transducers based on either thickness-shear mode (Kamal and Giurgiutiu
2014) or face-shear mode (Chen et al. 2019) piezoelectric wafers, and piezoelectric fiber
patches (Kim et al. 2019) have been developed for SH0 wave generation with limited
success since these SH-wave transducers must be permanently bonded to the structure.
More recently, adjustable angle beam transducers were used to excite pure SH0 wave in
quasi-isotropic composite plates of various thicknesses (Mei et al. 2020).
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT WORK
In this chapter, the author describes a new methodology for effectively detecting
the presence of 1" impact damage in thick quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupons by
using pure SH0 mode generated using angle beam transducers (ABT) and received using
phased array transducers (PAT). The ABT is displayed in Figure 6.2 (a) and the PAT is
displayed in Figure 6.2 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: (a) ABT- Angle beam transducer with variable angle wedge
having a wedge velocity of 2720 m/s; (b) PAT- Phased array
transducer having a wedge velocity of 2330 m/s
First, the ABT and PAT tuning angle of SH0 mode was calculated from the
theoretical phase-velocity dispersion curve based on Snell’s law. Then, pitch-catch
experiments were performed on a 3-mm and 4-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP coupons to
validate that the SH0 mode was indeed being generated by the ABT and being received by
the PAT. A schematic of the ABT-PAT transducer pair used to generate the pure SH0 mode
in a composite laminate is displayed in Figure 6.3. Furthermore, pitch-catch experiments
using the ABT-PAT transducer pair were conducted to detect 1" impact damage in 3-mm
and 4-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupons having a size of 12" x 6". For the sake
of convenience, angle beam transducer will be referred to as ABT and phased array
transducer will be referred to as PAT in this entire chapter.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the ABT-PAT experimental setup for pure
SH0 mode excitation
6.1

MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF QUASI-ISOTROPIC COMPOSITES
Quasi-isotropic CFRP composite plates to cut out the coupons with the correct sizes

for impact testing conforming to the ASTM D7136 standard, were manufactured using the
CYCOM ® 5320-1 epoxy resin system with the Hexcel IM7 12K fiber in a compression
molding (hot press) machine using the manufacturer’s cure cycle. To manufacture quasiisotropic composite plates with the correct thicknesses an appropriate stacking sequence
with the appropriate number of layers had to be chosen. The quasi-isotropic stacking
sequence was chosen based on the work done by previous researchers (Caputo et al. 2014;
Flores et al. 2017; Wallentine and Uchic 2018). A [-45/90/+45/0]3S stacking sequence was
chosen for manufacturing the composite plate with 24 layers having a nominal thickness
of approximately 3-mm. Similarly, a 4-mm composite plate was manufactured having a [45/90/+45/0]4S stacking sequence with 32 layers. After the manufacturing process in the
compression molding machine, the thickness of the manufactured plates was a little more
or less than anticipated. The cure cycle, compression molding machine, and one of the
manufactured composite plates are displayed in Figure 6.4. From the large composite plates,
the 6" x 4" standard size coupon for the ASTM D7136 testing was cutout as displayed in
Figure 6.4 (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4: Manufacturing of quasi-isotropic composite plates: (a) Cure cycle; (b)
compression molding machine; (c) Final composite plate with 6" x 4" cutouts
6.2

IMPACT TESTING EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

6.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR ASTM DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TESTING
A drop weight impact tower, displayed in Figure 6.5, with low friction guide rails
is used to produce collision between a mass of known weight (impactor) and a fixed
composite coupon of dimensions 6" x 4". The controlled impact event is recorded by a
piezoelectric load cell which can accurately record data of the applied impact force, energy
absorbed by the coupon and the displacement of the coupon during the event. Using
variable impact heights, data is collected that shows how the coupon behaves under impacts
of varied magnitude, and these impact tests can be conducted in sequence to see how
damage forms in the coupon over repeated impacts on the same coupon or on different
coupons. This data can then be used to predict the future behavior of the material such as
crack propagation and other complex damage formation. These tests are particularly useful
when studying composite materials. Since composites are designed to distribute damage
throughout the volume of a material, damage formation and the propagation of cracks can
be difficult to predict accurately through theory and simulation alone. Also, difficulties in
predicting important properties such as stiffness of the material and the amount of energy
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it is capable of absorbing before experiencing failure make drop weight impact testing a
valuable process in experimental mechanics of composites.

Figure 6.5: Dynatup 8200 drop weight impact testing
machine instrumented with load cell and
velocity sensor
Before the test is conducted, it is important to make sure that the impact carriage
and conveyor is secured safely above the clamping platform. The coupon is placed on top
of the support fixture centering it on top of the 5" x 3" cut-out and the assembly is clamped
into place. A protective cover is placed over the coupon to prevent accidental damage.
After this the conveyor is slowly raised or lowered using the hoist control to the desired
distance above the coupon and is fastened into place using the shaft collars. This distance
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is measured using the laser height indicator and determines the drop height which is
calculated before based on the potential energy of the impactor. All the equipment is
checked to ensure that the data acquisition system is recording the data properly and then
the coupon cover is removed and the impactor is engaged. The trigger mechanism is then
activated, initiating the drop impact event and capturing the force and velocity data for the
duration of the impact test. The impactor can be caught safely after rebounding from the
coupon to avoid a secondary impact on the composite coupon. It is also possible to avoid
secondary impact if the drop weight impact testing machine has an anti-rebound device or
stop block installed. The data is saved and the impact carriage is lifted away from the
coupon and is locked back into place on the conveyor. The protective cover is placed over
the coupon to ensure no further damage to it as the conveyor’s shaft collars are unlocked
and the hoist mechanism is used to lift the carriage away from the clamping assembly. The
detailed experimental setup is displayed in Figure 6.5.
Since the standard coupon size for ASTM drop weight impact testing is only 6" x
4", it is very difficult to accommodate the ABT-PAT pair on this small size coupon for
impact damage detection. To perform accurate impact damage detection experiments,
preliminary impact experiments conducted on 6" x 4" composite coupons were extended
to a composite coupon with the largest dimensions possible that could be accommodated
on the existing ASTM D7136 fixture and that could be used for efficient impact damage
detection using the ABT-PAT transducer pair. Since the in-plane dimension of the D7136
fixture on the drop weight impact testing machine was 12" x 6", a coupon of this size was
used for further impact tests to create approximately 1" impact damage size in the 3-mm
and 4-mm composite coupons using engineering judgment.
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6.2.2 MODIFIED EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TESTING
To accommodate a larger size coupon (12” x 6”) on the D7136 fixture for
conducting impact experiments on the drop weight impact testing machine, certain
improvisations needed to be made. First, the existing four clamps on top of the D7136
fixture which were used to clamp the 6" x 4" had to be removed. After this, a large boundary
frame set displayed in Figure 6.6 was designed and manufactured using low carbon steel.
This boundary frame set consisted of a 0.5" thick top frame and a 1" thick bottom frame
between which the impact coupon was sandwiched. The bottom frame had to be made
thicker in order to allow the impact coupon to undergo bending at the time of impact
without being in contact with any surface below it.

Figure 6.6: Large boundary frame set for 12” x 6” coupon
This large boundary frame set with the impact coupon sandwiched in-between the
top and bottom frames was placed on top of the existing D7136 fixture (recall that clamps
were removed). This entire assembly was clamped to the existing D7136 fixture using
multiple C-clamps. The drop weight impact testing machine with the modified fixture and
clamping assembly is displayed in Figure 6.7. With the modified fixture and clamping
assemble it was possible to conduct controlled impact tests on larger size composite
coupons (12" x 6") on which damage detection experiments could be performed.
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Figure 6.7: Dynatup 8200 drop weight impact testing machine with
modified fixture and clamping assembly
6.3

IMPACT DAMAGE DETECTION EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

6.4.1 ULTRASONIC NDE BEFORE AND AFTER IMPACT TESTING
UT (Ultrasonic testing) scans were conducted using the RollerFORM inspection
and in the ultrasonic immersion tank on the CFRP composite coupons before and after
impact to obtain the B-scan and C-scan images and compare a pristine coupon with a
coupon that underwent impact damage and to see the size and shape of the impact damage.
In the case of the RollerFORM inspection, a thin layer of water is sprayed on the composite
coupon to be inspected and a phased array wheel probe is moved along the composite
coupon and the B-scan and C-scan images of the scanning area are displayed on the
OmniScan system. In the case of the immersion tank inspection, a 10 MHz, 1" focused,
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0.375" diameter ultrasonic transducer was used in the pulse-echo mode for conducting the
UT scans. Post-processing of the data obtained from the ODIS software interface is able to
give us a clear C-scan image, B-scan image, and A-scans in the pristine and impacted
coupons. The experimental setups for these inspection techniques are displayed in Figure
6.8.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: UT scans were performed using (a) RollerFORM inspection
(b) Immersion tank inspection
6.4.2 ABT-PAT EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

FOR

PITCH-CATCH EXPERIMENT

TO

GENERATE

PURE SH0 MODE
Before conducting the impact tests on the composite coupons, preliminary pitchcatch experiments were conducted on the pristine composite coupons as displayed in
Figure 6.9. In these experiments, the transmitter ABT with the variable angle wedge was
set to an angle at which the pure SH0 wave mode could be generated in the composite
coupon and the receiver PAT was placed at different distances (marked by red crosses in
Figure 6.9) away from the transmitter. The ABT was used to transmit a 500 kHz 3-count
tone burst excitation signal into the composite coupon and the PAT was used to receive the
signals at different angles. The received signals were then used to determine the
experimental group velocity to validate if pure SH0 mode was indeed generated in the
composite coupon. The results of these experiments are described in section 6.5.
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Figure 6.9: Pitch-catch experiment to generate
pure SH0 mode in quasi-isotropic
composite
6.4.3 ABT-PAT EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

FOR

PITCH-CATCH EXPERIMENT

TO

GENERATE

PURE SH0 MODE
For impact damage detection, a pitch-catch experiment using the ABT-PAT pair
was conducted on the composite coupon for the pristine scenario as well as the impact
damage scenario, as shown in Figure 6.10. The distance between the ABT and PAT was
kept as 40 mm. A 500 kHz 3-count tone burst excitation signal was transmitted using the
ABT at an angle corresponding to generating the pure SH0 mode in the composite coupon
and the PAT was used to receive the signals interacting with the composite coupon at
multiple angles. The received signals are compared to determine if the impact damage
could be successfully detected or not. The results of these experiments are discussed in
section 6.5.

Figure 6.10: Pitch-catch experiment for impact damage detection
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6.5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.5.1 IMPACT DAMAGE DETECTION IN 3-MM COMPOSITE COUPON
To effectively transmit and receive the pure SH0 mode at 500 kHz, we first need to
use the semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method to determine the theoretical tuning
angles for the ABT and the PAT for the 3-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupon.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: Theoretical tuning angles for (a) transmitting ABT (b) receiving PAT
Figure 6.11 (a) displays the theoretical tuning angle vs. frequency plot for the ABT
in which we can clearly see that at a frequency of 500 kHz, the variable angle wedge needs
to be set at an angle of approximately 48 degrees to generate the pure SH0 mode in the 3mm quasi-isotropic coupon using the ABT. From Figure 6.11 (b), we can observe the
incident angle vs. frequency plot for the PAT. We can clearly see that at a frequency of
500 kHz, the PAT can capture the pure SH0 mode at an angle of 39.43 degrees. This
information can be used for experimental validation to see if indeed SH0 mode is being
transmitted and received.
Now, keeping the angle of the variable angle wedge at approximately 48 degrees,
we can generate the pure SH0 mode in the pristine 3-mm composite coupon. Using the
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PAT, we can receive the signal at various angles ranging from 0 degrees to 70 degrees as
can be observed in Figure 6.12 (a). From this figure, we can see that the maximum
amplitude of the signal is at a receiving angle of 39.75 degrees which matches very well
with the theoretical value of the receiving angle of the PAT which was 39.43 degrees as
displayed in Figure 6.11 (b). This clearly demonstrates that the pure SH0 mode was
generated by the ABT and received by the PAT for the 3-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP
composite coupon. The waveform of the receiving signal at 39.75 degrees is displayed in
Figure 6.12 (b) which clearly looks like a pure SH0 mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12: (a) Receiving angle vs amplitude for PAT;
(b) Waveform at 39.75 degrees
Furthermore, pitch-catch experiments were conducted using the experimental setup
displayed in Figure 6.9 to generate the pure SH0 mode and the signals at different distances
were measured using the PAT as displayed in Figure 6.13 (a). Using the signal envelope
and the time of flight information, we can plot the time of flight vs. distance plot as
displayed in Figure 6.13 (b). Taking the slope of the time of flight vs. distance plot, we can
calculate the experimental group velocity as 3.51 mm/µs which matches very well with the
theoretical group velocity (3.39 mm/µs) of the SH0 mode. In this way we can confirm that
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we can generate and receive the pure SH0 mode using the ABT-PAT pair in the 3-mm
quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupon.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13: Group velocity calculation - (a) Measured signals at different distances;
(b) Time of flight vs. distance plot
Once we confirmed that the ABT-PAT transducer pair can be used to generate and
receive pure SH0 mode, we conducted the modified ASTM D7136 drop weight impact
testing on the 3-mm quasi-isotropic coupon having in-plane dimensions of 12" x 6" as
described by the experimental setup shown in Figure 6.7. A mass, height, and energy
combination estimated before from engineering judgment, was used to conduct the drop
weight impact testing experiment to produce approximately 1" impact damage in the 3-mm
composite coupon. The impactor of mass 3.06 kg was dropped from a height of 55.61 cm
above the composite coupon with an energy of 16.69 J to produce approximately 1" impact
damage size in the composite coupon.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14: (a) Top surface C-scan image; (b) Bottom surface
C-scan image of 3-mm composite coupon
The RollerForm inspection method as shown in Figure 6.8 (a) was used to obtain
C-scan images from the top surface scan and the bottom surface scan as can be observed
in Figure 6.14. From both the C-scan images it can be clearly seen that the impact damage
looks like a rotating-fan like damage and has different damage patterns at different depths
across the composite coupon. We can also estimate the impact damage diameter which is
approximately 1".

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15: Comparison of pristine vs impact damage: (a) Measured signals;
(b) FFT results
Prior to conducting the impact damage experiment, the pitch-catch experiment
described in Figure 6.10 using the pure SH0 mode was conducted on a pristine area and
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the signals received by the PAT were recorded. After conducting the impact testing
experiment that produces an impact damage size of approximately 1", the same pitch-catch
experiment was again conducted – now on the impacted area, for the detection of the impact
damage. Figure 6.15 (a) displays the pure SH0 time-domain signals received by the PAT
for the pristine scenario and the impact damage scenario and Figure 6.15 (b) displays the
frequency spectrum of the waveforms. Upon comparing the measured signals by the PAT
and their FFT results, for the pristine scenario and the impact damage scenario, we can
clearly see an amplitude drop and a slight frequency shift in the signal due to the presence
of an impact damage.

Figure 6.16: Comparison of pristine vs. impact damage receiving angle vs. amplitude for PAT
Next, if we plot the receiving angle of the PAT vs the amplitude for the pristine
scenario and the impact damage scenario as displayed in Figure 6.16, we can clearly see
from the comparison of the signals that there is an amplitude drop in the signal due to the
presence of the 1" impact damage, however, the receiving angle of the maximum amplitude
almost remains the same.
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6.5.2 IMPACT DAMAGE DETECTION IN 4-MM COMPOSITE COUPON
To effectively transmit and receive the pure SH0 mode at 500 kHz, we first need to
use the semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method to determine the theoretical tuning
angles for the ABT and the PAT for the 4-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupon.
Figure 6.17 (a) displays the theoretical tuning angle vs. frequency plot for the ABT in
which we can clearly see that at a frequency of 500 kHz, the variable angle wedge needs
to be set at an angle of approximately 48 degrees to generate the pure SH0 mode in the 4mm quasi-isotropic coupon using the ABT. From Figure 6.17 (b), we can observe the
incident angle vs. frequency plot for the PAT. We can clearly see that at a frequency of
500 kHz, the PAT can capture the pure SH0 mode at an angle of 39.43 degrees. This
information can be used to for experimental validation to see if indeed SH0 mode is being
transmitted and received.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.17: Theoretical tuning angles for (a) transmitting ABT (b) receiving PAT
Now, keeping the angle of the variable angle wedge at approximately 48 degrees,
we can generate the pure SH0 mode in the pristine 4-mm composite coupon. Using the
PAT we can receive the signal at various angles ranging from 0 degrees to 70 degrees as
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can be observed in Figure 6.18 (a). From this figure, we can see that the maximum
amplitude of the signal is at a receiving angle of 39.25 degrees which matches very well
with the theoretical value of the receiving angle of the PAT which was 39.43 degrees as
displayed in Figure 6.17 (b). This clearly demonstrates that the pure SH0 mode was
generated by the ABT and received by the PAT for the 4-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP
composite coupon. The waveform of the receiving signal at 39.25 degrees is displayed in
Figure 6.18 (b) which clearly looks like a pure SH0 mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.18: Receiving angle vs amplitude for PAT;
(b) Waveform at 39.25 degrees
Furthermore, pitch-catch experiments were conducted using the experimental setup
displayed in Figure 6.9 to generate the pure SH0 mode and the signals at different distances
were measured using the PAT as displayed in Figure 6.19 (a). Using the signal envelope
and the time of flight information, we can plot the time of flight vs. distance plot as
displayed in Figure 6.19 (b). Taking the slope of the time of flight vs. distance plot, we can
calculate the experimental group velocity as 3.81 mm/µs which matches very well with the
theoretical group velocity (3.52 mm/µs) of the SH0 mode. In this way we can confirm that
we can generate and receive the pure SH0 mode using the ABT-PAT pair in the 4-mm
quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupon.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.19: Group velocity calculation - (a) Measured signals at different distances;
(b) Time of flight vs. distance plot
Once we confirmed that the ABT-PAT transducer pair can be used to generate and
receive pure SH0 mode, we conducted the modified ASTM D7136 drop weight impact
testing on the 4-mm quasi-isotropic coupon having in-plane dimensions of 12" x 6" as
described by the experimental setup shown in Figure 6.7. A mass, height, and energy
combination estimated before from engineering judgment similar to the case of the 3-mm
coupon, was used to conduct the drop weight impact testing experiment to produce
approximately 1" impact damage in the 4-mm composite coupon.
The immersion tank inspection method as shown in Figure 6.8 (b) was used to
obtain the B-scan and C-scan images from the top surface scan as can be observed in Figure
6.20. From the B-scan image, the distribution of the impact damage across the thickness of
the 4-mm composite coupon can be observed. It can also be observed that the very center
of the impact location is undamaged as a clear back wall reflection from the center of the
impact location is visible in the B-scan image. From the C-scan image it can be clearly
estimated that the impact damage diameter is approximately 1" with the maximum damage
occurring in the -45 degree direction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.20: B-scan image; (b) C-scan image of 1" impact damage in
4-mm composite coupon
Prior to conducting the impact damage experiment, the pitch-catch experiment
described in Figure 6.10 using the pure SH0 mode was conducted on a pristine area and
the signals received by the PAT were recorded. After conducting the impact testing
experiment that produces an impact damage size of approximately 1", the same pitch-catch
experiment was again conducted – now on the impacted area, for the detection of the impact
damage. Figure 6.21 (a) displays the pure SH0 time-domain signals received by the PAT
for the pristine scenario and the impact damage scenario and Figure 6.21 (b) displays the
frequency spectrum of the waveforms. Upon comparing the measured signals by the PAT
and their FFT results, for the pristine scenario and the impact damage scenario, we can
clearly see an amplitude drop and slight frequency shift in the signal due to the presence of
the 1" impact damage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.21: Comparison of pristine vs impact damage – (a) Measured signals;
(b) FFT results

Figure 6.22: Comparison of pristine vs. impact damage receiving angle vs. amplitude for PAT
Next, if we plot the receiving angle of the PAT vs the amplitude for the pristine
scenario and the impact damage scenario as displayed in Figure 6.22, we can clearly see
from the comparison of the signals that there is an amplitude drop in the signal due to the
presence of the 1" impact damage. We can also see that due to the presence of the 1" impact
damage a new peak at 19.5 degrees has also appeared. This new peak has appeared due to
mode conversion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23: (a) Receiving angle vs amplitude for PAT;
(b) Waveform at 19.5 degrees
Now, if we take a closer look at the plot of receiving angle vs. amplitude for the
impact damage scenario as displayed in Figure 6.23 (a), we can see that there is a new peak
at 19.5 degrees which is close to the tuning angle of the A1 mode. The theoretical tuning
angle of the A1 mode can be observed in Figure 6.17 (b) as 21.5 degrees. If we look at the
time-domain waveform at the 19.5-degree peak, it will look like the signal displayed in
Figure 6.23 (b) which represents a dispersive, mode converted A1 mode. Figure 6.24 (a)
displays the time-domain waveform at 19.5 degrees and Figure 6.24 (b) displays the FFT
of the time-domain waveform.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.24: (a) Waveform at 19.5 degrees; (b) FFT of waveform
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CHAPTER 7
ACOUSTIC EMISSION SHM OF BARELY VISIBLE IMPACT DAMAGE
IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Barely visible impact damage (BVID) due to low velocity impact events in
composite aircraft structures are becoming prevalent. BVID can have an adverse effect on
the strength and safety of the structure. During aircraft inspections it can be extremely
difficult to visually detect BVID. Moreover, it is also a challenge to ascertain if the BVID
has in-fact caused internal damage to the structure or not. This chapter describes a method
to ascertain whether or not internal damage happened during the impact event by analyzing
the high-frequency information contained in the recorded acoustic emission signal
signature. Multiple 2-mm quasi-isotropic carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
composite coupons were impacted using the ASTM D7136 standard in a drop weight
impact testing machine to determine the mass, height and energy parameters to obtain
approximately 1" impact damage size in the coupons iteratively. For subsequent impact
tests, four piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) were bonded at specific locations on
each coupon to record the acoustic emission (AE) signals during the impact event using
the MISTRAS micro-II digital AE system. Impact tests were conducted on these
instrumented 2-mm coupons using previously calculated energies that would create either
no damage or 1" impact damage in the coupons. The obtained AE waveforms and their
frequency spectrums were analyzed to distinguish between different AE signatures. From
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the analysis of the recorded AE signals, it was verified if the structure had indeed been
damaged due to the impact event or not. Using our proposed structural health monitoring
technique, it could be possible to rapidly identify impact events that cause damage to the
structure in real-time and distinguish them from impact events that do not cause damage to
the structure. An invention disclosure (Giurgiutiu et al. 2020) describing our acoustic
emission structural health monitoring technique has been filed and is in the process of
becoming a provisional patent.
7.1

INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Recent advances in manufacturing technologies have led to the increasing usage of

composite materials being used in aerospace primary and secondary structures due to their
high strength to weight ratio and lightweight. Structures manufactured using composite
materials, whether thermosets or thermoplastics, must be made in a nearly perfect state
such that they do not introduce any dangerous risks during the operational lifetime of the
aerospace structure. The manufacturing process of composite structures can introduce
significant manufacturing flaws and operational damage during its service life. These types
of defects may lead to catastrophic failures if they are not detected at the earliest stages of
development using efficient structural health monitoring techniques.
Barely visible impact damage (BVID) is a type of damage that can occur during
manufacturing due to accidental tool drops on the shop floor or due to low-velocity impacts
of small and large debris during the service life of the structure. In low-velocity impact
events, the impactor may not completely penetrate the composite material but still may
lead to BVID causing various types of damage such as delamination, matrix cracks and
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fiber fracture. BVID represents surface indentation, which is either too small to be seen or
is not clearly visible due to the coating of paint during visual aircraft inspections and can
cause the formation and growth of considerable internal damage. Under compressive
loading scenarios, such damage can propagate and can lead to extensive overall strength
reduction of the structure.
The concept of BVID was introduced in the early 1980’s with respect to
understanding the damage tolerance of composite laminates (Davis and Jones 1983). In
subsequent years, BVID became important in the inspection of composite aircraft, where
the damage needed to be characterized as BVID or visible impact damage (VID). BVID is
defined as damage that is visible at a distance of less than 1.5 m and VID is defined as
damage that is visible at a distance of 1.5 m or greater (MIL-HDBK-17-3F). This clear
distinction between BVID and VID during aircraft inspections can determine if a
composite repair is needed or not at the location where an impact has occurred. If a damage
is characterized as BVID, it needs repairs to be conducted to the composite immediately.
However, a situation may arise where the damage is characterized as BVID based on visual
inspections but may have an impact damage size of 1" or greater. An impact damage size
of 1" or greater may significantly deteriorate the compressive strength of the composite
part (see Figure 7.) and may need immediate repairs and must not be discounted despite
being characterized as BVID. From Figure 7. we can also observe that in comparison to a
1" damage diameter of any damage type (delamination, porosity, open hole), an impact
damage having a diameter of 1" or greater can significantly reduce the compressive
strength of the composite structure. This is the significance and importance of detecting
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and monitoring impact damage having a diameter of 1" or greater (James et al. 2020; James
and Giurgiutiu 2020).

Figure 7.1: Effect of impact damage size on compressive
strength of composite (MIL-HDBK-17-3F).
With the increasing occurrence of BVID in composites, nondestructive evaluation
and structural health monitoring methods needed to be developed to characterize the impact
damage. Ultrasonic testing was one of the first methods to be used for impact damage
inspection and detection (Cantwell and Morton 1985; Bar-Cohen and Crane 1984;
Aymerich and Meili 2000). Guided wave propagation in composite laminates has been
used to see the interaction with impact damage (Gresil and Giurgiutiu 2013; Santos et al.
2013; Rogge and Leckey 2013; Tai et al. 2020). Eddy current methods have been explored
by researchers to detect manufacturing flaws and operational damage such as impact
damage in CFRP composites (James et al. 2020; Liang et al. 2016; He et al. 2014).
Researchers have also explored microwave nondestructive evaluation techniques to
investigate low velocity and high velocity impact damage in composites due to
environmental effects (Narayanan and James 2018; Greenawald et al. 2000; Li et al. 2014;
Li et al. 2016). Infrared thermography is also being explored by scientists as a viable option
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of detecting impact damage in a rapid manner (Meola and Carlomagno 2010; Tan eat al.
2011; Meola and Carlomagno 2014). X-ray computed tomography is also being used by
researchers to give a 3D assessment of impact damage in composite structures (Bull et al.
2013; Schilling et al. 2005). Advanced guided wave methods (Mei et al. 2020; James et al.
2020) are currently being explored by the author of this chapter for rapid, reliable and large
area assessment of composite structures subjected to controlled impact damage.
In recent years extensive work has been done to understand effective acoustic
emission methods for structural health monitoring of impact damage in composite
materials. Researchers analyzed AE signals created by impact sources in thin aluminum
structures and graphite/epoxy composites subjected to low and high-velocity impacts
(Prosser et al. 1999). Scientists have primarily focused on the post-impact behavior of
natural fiber composites and hybrid composites (De Rosa et al. 2009) using acoustic
emission methods. Other researchers (Choi et al. 1994; park et al. 2004) used acoustic
emission sensor networks to reconstruct the force-time history to better understand the
loading phenomena from the impact event and compare it to the experimental force-time
history. The uniqueness in our research is to use existing PWAS sensors to record AE
signals in real-time during impact events and ascertain if a sizable damage has occurred or
not. This will greatly reduce system downtime and ensure that necessary composite repairs
are conducted.
OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT WORK
In this chapter, the authors have described an AE based structural health monitoring
method (James et al. 2020) that can analyze the AE signal signatures obtained from an
impact event and can ascertain if the impact event has indeed caused an extensive internal
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damage in the composite structure or not. To do this, preliminary drop weight impact tests
were conducted on various 2-mm quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupons conforming to
the ASTM D7136 standard for drop weight impact testing (ASTM 2015). These
preliminary experiments were useful in estimating the mass, height and energy
combination to obtain a certain size of impact damage in the composite coupon iteratively.
After estimating the mass, height and energy combination for creating
approximately 1" impact damage size in a 2-mm thick composite coupon, subsequent
impact tests were conducted on AE instrumented composite coupons on which four PWAS
were bonded at specific locations based on the fiber orientation angles in the composite
coupons. The drop weight impact testing system along with the AE signal capture using
the MISTRAS AE system is displayed in Figure 7.2. Two sets of experiments were
conducted – one experiment with low energy (1 J) impact that created no damage in an
instrumented composite coupon and the second test with a higher energy (16 J) impact
which created approximately 1" impact damage size. AE signal analysis and mode
separation study was performed to understand both the impact events and clearly
differentiate between a catastrophic impact that creates sizable damage and a benign impact
that creates no damage.
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Figure 7.2: Drop weight impact testing
with AE signal capture.
7.2

MANUFACTURING PROCESS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
MANUFACTURING OF QUASI-ISOTROPIC CFRP COMPOSITES
To cut out the coupons with the correct sizes for impact testing conforming to the

ASTM D7136 standard, composite plates were manufactured using the CYCOM ® 53201 epoxy resin system with the Hexcel IM7 12K fiber in a compression molding (hot press)
machine using the manufacturer’s cure cycle. To manufacture quasi-isotropic composite
plates with the correct thicknesses an appropriate stacking sequence with the appropriate
number of layers had to be chosen. The quasi-isotropic stacking sequence was chosen
based on the work done by previous researchers (Caputo et al. 2014; Flores et al. 2017;
Wallentine and Uchic 2018). A [-45/90/+45/0]2S stacking sequence was chosen for
manufacturing the composite plate with 16 layers having a nominal thickness of
approximately 2-mm. Similarly, if a 4-mm composite plate were to be manufactured, a [45/90/+45/0]4S stacking sequence with 32 layers would have been chosen and to
manufacture a 6-mm composite plate a [-45/90/+45/0]6S stacking sequence with 48 layers
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would have been chosen. After the manufacturing process in the compression molding
machine, the thickness of the manufactured plates was a little higher than anticipated, i.e.,
the 2-mm plate had an average thickness of 2.14 mm The cure cycle, compression molding
machine and one of the manufactured composite plates is displayed in Figure 7.3. From
the large composite plates, the 6" x 4" standard size coupon for the ASTM D7136 testing
was cutout as displayed in Figure 7.3 (c).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR ASTM DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TESTING
A drop weight impact tower with low friction guide rails is used to induce collision
between a mass of known weight (impactor) and a fixed composite coupon of dimensions
6" x 4". The controlled impact event is recorded by a piezoelectric load cell which can
accurately record data of the applied impact force, energy absorbed by the coupon and the
displacement of the coupon during the event. Using variable impact heights, data is
collected that shows how the coupon behaves under impacts of varied magnitude, and these
impact tests can be conducted in sequence to see how damage forms in the coupon over
repeated impacts on the same coupon or on different coupons. This data can then be used
to predict future behavior of the material such as crack propagation and other complex
damage formation. These tests are particularly useful when studying composite materials.
Since composites are designed to distribute damage throughout the volume of a material,
damage formation and the propagation of cracks can be difficult to predict accurately
through theory and simulation alone. Also, difficulties in predicting important properties
such as stiffness of the material and the amount of energy it is capable of absorbing before
experiencing failure make drop weight impact testing a valuable process in experimental
mechanics of composites.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.3: Manufacturing of quasi-isotropic composite plates: (a) Cure cycle;
(b) compression molding machine; (c) Final composite plate with 6" x 4"
cut-outs

Figure 7.4: Dynatup 8200 drop weight impact testing
machine instrumented with load cell and
velocity sensor.
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Before the test is conducted, it is important to make sure that the impact carriage
and conveyor are secured safely above the clamping platform. The coupon is placed on top
of the support fixture centering it on top of the 5" x 3" cut-out and the assembly is clamped
into place. A protective cover is placed over the coupon to prevent accidental damage.
After this the conveyor is slowly raised or lowered using the hoist control to the desired
distance above the coupon and is fastened into place using the shaft collars. This distance
is measured using the laser height indicator and determines the drop height which is
calculated before based on the potential energy of the impactor. All the equipment is
checked to ensure that the data acquisition system is recording the data properly and then
the impactor is engaged; also checked is that the coupon cover is removed. The trigger
mechanism is then activated, initiating the drop impact event and capturing the force and
velocity data of the impact test. The impactor can be caught safely after rebounding from
the coupon to avoid a secondary impact on the composite coupon. It is also possible to
avoid secondary impact if the drop weight impact testing machine has an anti-rebound
device or stop block installed. The data is saved and the impact carriage is lifted away from
the coupon and is locked back into place on the conveyor. The protective cover is placed
over the coupon to ensure no further damage to it as the conveyor’s shaft collars are
unlocked and the hoist mechanism is used to lift the carriage away from the clamping
assembly. The entire experimental setup is displayed in Figure 7.4.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

FOR

ACOUSTIC EMISSION RECORDING

OF

IMPACTED

COMPOSITE COUPONS
Preliminary drop weight impact experiments were conducted on numerous 2-mm
6" x 4" quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupons to determine the mass, height and energy
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combination to obtain a certain size of impact damage. After this, real-time acoustic
emission experiments were supposed to be carried out on more 2-mm 6" x 4" quasiisotropic CFRP composite coupons. In order to do this, four piezoelectric wafer active
sensors (PWAS), 7-mm in diameter and 0.5-mm in thickness, were bonded on each
composite coupon at different locations corresponding to fiber orientation angles in the
stacking sequence of the composite. PWAS 1 was bonded 45-mm from the impact location
in the 90-degree fiber direction. PWAS 2 was bonded 75-mm away from the impact
location was installed in the -45 degree fiber direction. PWAS 3 was bonded 75-mm away
from the impact location in the 0-degree fiber direction. PWAS 4 was bonded 75-mm away
from the impact location in the 45-degree fiber direction as can be observed in Figure 7.5.
In this way the impact coupons were instrumented to carry out real-time acoustic emission
recording of impact tests to be conducted on them.

Figure 7.5: Location of four PWAS with respect
to impact location on composite coupon.
To conduct the real-time acoustic emission experiment, the instrumented coupon
with the four PWAS was clamped on the ASTM D7136 fixture on the drop weight impact
testing machine. The wires from the four PWAS were connected to a pre-amplifier and the
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connections from the pre-amplifier were connected to the MISTRAS AE system for
capturing the AE signals during the drop weight impact testing experiment so that all the
signals associated with the impact event using the four PWAS bonded in the different fiber
orientation angles could be analyzed. . The acoustic preamplifier is a bandpass filter, which
can filter out signals between 30 kHz to 700 kHz. Provided with 20/40/60 dB gain (can be
selected using a switch), this preamplifier operates with either a single-ended or differential
sensor. In the present experiment, 40 dB gain was selected. The preamplifier was connected
to the MISTRAS AE system. A sampling frequency of 10 MHz was chosen to capture any
high-frequency AE signals. The timing parameters set for the MISTRAS system were: peak
definition time (PDT)= 200µs, hit definition time (HDT)= 800 µs, and hit lockout time
(HLT)= 1000 µs. This complete experimental setup with the AE instrumentation used is
displayed in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: Experimental setup of ASTM drop weight impact test on AE
instrumented coupon.
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7.3

PRELIMINARY IMPACT TESTING ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
PRELIMINARY IMPACT EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED

ON

2-MM QUASI-ISOTROPIC

COUPONS
Impact tests were conducted on various 6" x 4" coupons having the stacking sequence of
[-45/90/+45/0]2S which had thickness in the range of approximately 2-mm. The details of
the impact tests are given in Table 7.1. This table indicates that 2 coupons were used for
the same potential energy with an impactor mass of 3.06 kg and were impacted with
increasing potential energies. Coupons B and C were impacted with 5.85 J, coupons D and
E were impacted with 9.66 J, coupons F and G were impacted with 14.05 J and coupons H
and I were impacted with 16.04 J. All the energies were incremental and were estimated to
try and obtain 1" impact damage size in the 2-mm thick coupons in an iterative process. In
coupons H and I with impactor energy of 16.04 J we were able to obtain approximately 1"
impact damage size. For each impact experiment, the data was analyzed to obtain a forcetime history, velocity-time history, displacement-time history and energy-time history
(James and Giurgiutiu 2020).
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Table 7.1: Impact tests conducted on 2-mm quasi-isotropic composite coupon
Coupon
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Avg.
thickness
(mm)
2.15
2.13
2.11
2.19
2.14
2.02
2.19
2.17

Mass
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Energy
(J)

3.059
3.059
3.059
3.059
3.059
3.059
3.059
3.059

19.512
19.512
32.194
32.194
46.828
46.828
53.462
53.462

5.855
5.855
9.661
9.661
14.052
14.052
16.042
16.042

Impact
velocity
(m/s)
1.791
1.772
2.204
2.209
2.626
2.679
2.858
2.899

Momentum
(Ns)

Damage
size (in)

Ei (J)

% of Ei
absorbed

5.478
5.420
6.740
6.757
8.034
8.193
8.743
8.866

0.6
0.63
0.77
0.8
0.95
0.93
1.015
1.04

4.906
4.802
7.427
7.463
10.550
10.972
12.495
12.850

64
52
67
69
61
60
54
65
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Figure 7.7: Immersion tank apparatus for conducting UT scans
UT (Ultrasonic testing) scans were conducted in the ultrasonic immersion tank on
all the CFRP composite coupons before and after impact to obtain the B-scan and C-scan
images and compare a pristine coupon with a coupon that underwent impact damage and
to see the size and shape of the impact damage. A 10 MHz, 1" focused, 0.375" diameter
ultrasonic transducer was used in the pulse-echo mode for conducting the UT scans. The
experimental setup is displayed in Figure 7.7 with the composite plate placed inside the
immersion tank with the focused transducer scanning in the in-plane x-y direction. Postprocessing of the data obtained from the ODIS software interface is able to give us a clear
C-scan image, B-scan image and A-scans in the pristine and impacted coupons.
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Figure 7.8: PerkinElmer Quantum GX microCT Imaging System
To visualize some of the internal features of the impact damage that were not clearly
visible using the ultrasonic NDE technique, X-ray micro-CT (computed tomography)
technique was used. The Quantum GX microCT imaging system from PerkinElmer as
displayed in Figure 7.8 was used for imaging the impacted 2-mm CFRP coupons. Different
sizes of sample beds can be used to accommodate different size of specimens. The
impacted 6" x 4" coupons can also be accommodated. However, to image the impacted
area more clearly with a smaller field of view and a smaller voxel size, representative
impacted coupons with desirable impact damage were cut into smaller sizes for better
resolution of images.
When a CFRP structure undergoes a BVID, the changes in the surface profile are
not apparent. In addition to visualizing the internal damage inside the composite structure,
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it is important to look at the changes in the surface profile of the structure as well. In order
to do this, a Veeco Dektak 3ST surface profiler, as displayed in Figure 7.9 was used to
conduct profilometry scans on impacted coupons. These profilometry scans were useful in
determining the dent depth of the top surface, i.e., impacted surface of the coupons as well
as determining the pushout depth of the back surface of the coupons. The surface profile
also elucidates the shape of the impactor tup, which is hemispherical, as can be seen from
the shadowgraph image as displayed in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.9: Veeco Dektak 3ST surface profiler.

Figure 7.10: Shadowgraph of the impactor tup
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A quad plot of the coupon I, displaying the force-time history, the energy-time
history, the B-scan and C-scan is observed in Figure 7.11. The force-time history plot
shows peaks at certain maximum load of 4.54 kN and is parabolic in shape. When the load
curve is symmetric, its shape indicates that the impact energy is primarily deflected and
little or no damage has occurred in the coupon. When there are irregularities in the
parabolic shape of the force-time history plot this indicates that the coupon has undergone
extensive damage.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 7.11: Quad plot of 2-mm coupon I consisting of: (a) force-time history; (b)
energy-time history; (c) B-scan; (d) C-scan from UT
The energy-time history plot is taken from the force-time curve through the
integration of the data. The energy-time history plot better describes the peak energy
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experienced and energy absorbed by the coupon. Here, the energy absorbed is the
difference between the value at the end of the plot and the initial value. The difference
between the peak energies observed and the energy absorbed can be used to determine the
efficiency of energy absorption by the material. Furthermore, the energy-time history is
clearly able to demonstrate the percentage of impact energy that is absorbed by the coupon
to create the irreversible process of damage. For coupons H and I, where approximately 1"
impact damage size is formed, over 65% of the impact energy is absorbed by the coupons.
From the B-scan, it can be seen, that although the center of the damaged area
undergoes permanent deformation similar to a dent, it does not have a delamination, since
a clear back wall reflection from the center of the damage can be seen in the B-scan. From
the C-scan image, we can clearly see the fiber cracking and push out in the -45º fiber
direction and this can be seen by looking at the rear surface of the coupon as well.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 7.12: X-ray micro-CT of 2mm coupon with 1" impact
damage: (a) C-scan image along X-Y axis;
(b) B-scan image along X-Z axis; (c) B-scan image
along Y-Z axis
X-ray micro-CT imaging was conducted to obtain slices of the impact damage as it
propagates from the top surface of the coupon to the bottom surface in a “rotating fan”
phenomenon. The C-scan image (X-Y plane) at one of the bottom layers is displayed in
Figure 7.12 (a) along with the green dashed line and the blue dashed line which are the
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locations along which the B-scan images have been produced. The B-scan images of both
the Z-X plane ( Figure 7.12 (b)) and the Y-Z plane (Figure 7.12 (c)) can also be observed.
From the B-scan images it can be observed that the center of the impact damage has a
pyramidal shape and is composed of many matrix cracks and small delaminations in the
form of a staircase-like transition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.13: Profilometry scans of 2-mm coupon: (a) Top surface; (b) Bottom surface
Profilometry scans of the coupon I which produced a 1" damage were conducted
using a Veeco Dektak 3ST surface profiler to observe the profile of the top and bottom
surface after impact. The profilometry images are displayed in Figure 7.13. Using the top
surface scan, we were able to estimate that the dent depth is approximately 54 µm and
using the bottom surface scan, we were able to estimate the pushout height as 80 µm. Some
of the irregularities in Figure 7.13 (b) can be attributed to the rough bottom surface of the
composite. This roughness was fixed in the subsequent manufacturing of the composite
plates. It is also interesting to observe that the dent profile seems hemispherical with a
small dimple. The dimple is attributed to the tup which was used for the impact and was
not ground well.
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7.4

AE SIGNAL ANALYSIS FROM INSTRUMENTED IMPACT TESTS
1 J IMPACT TEST ON AE INSTRUMENTED 2-MM COMPOSITE COUPON – NO DAMAGE
The first instrumented impact test conducted on a 2-mm composite coupon is a low

energy impact i.e. about 1 J impact that produces no damage in the composite coupon. To
conduct this impact test, the instrumented coupon displayed in Figure 7.5 was clamped on
the ASTM D7136 fixture and the real-time AE signal hit were acquired by all the four
PWAS using the MISTRAS AE system as displayed in the experimental setup given in
Figure 7.6. Since the impact energy is only 1 J, the height from which the impactor is
dropped on the composite coupon is only a few centimeters. In such a scenario, it becomes
very difficult to avoid a rebounding or secondary impact on the composite coupon after the
first impact. The AE hits acquired at all the four PWAS for this 1 J impact event can be
observed in Figure 7.14.

Figure 7.14: AE hits observed at the four PWAS due to 1 J impact event.
We can clearly observe in Figure 7.14 that there are two successive AE impact hits
due to the rebound of the impactor on the composite coupon. These two hits are obtained
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by all the four PWAS and are clearly separated from other low amplitude hits which could
consist of background noise or boundary reflections from the edges of the composite
coupon, since we are assuming that this low energy of approximately 1 J did not create any
damage in the composite coupon.
After this, the waveforms of the impact hits were extracted from the MISTRAS AE
system. The waveforms of the 1st and 2nd impact hits and their FFT’s are presented in Figure
7.15 and Figure 7.16. We can clearly observe that the signals from these two successive
impact hits had a major frequency content in the low-frequency range below 200 kHz
which indicates low-frequency flexural modes in the composite coupon. We can also
observe that the signal amplitude for the 1st impact hit was higher at PWAS 1 which was
in the 90-degree direction and PWAS 3, which was in the 0-degree direction.

Figure 7.15: Signal correspondence at all four PWAS due to the 1st impact hit.

Figure 7.16: Signal correspondence at all four PWAS due to the 2nd impact hit.
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16 J IMPACT TEST ON AE INSTRUMENTED 2-MM COMPOSITE COUPON – 1" IMPACT
DAMAGE
The second instrumented impact test conducted on a 2-mm composite coupon is a
16 J energy impact based on the preliminary impact tests conducted on various 2-mm
composite coupons, as displayed in Table 7.. The energy of 16 J was chosen such that it
produces an impact damage size of approximately 1" in the 2-mm composite coupon. To
conduct this impact test, the instrumented coupon labeled AE1-Q2A similar to the coupon
displayed in Figure 7.5 was clamped on the ASTM D7136 fixture and the real-time AE
signals during the impact event were acquired by all the four PWAS using the MISTRAS
AE system as displayed in the experimental setup given in Figure 7.6. Since the impact
energy for this impact event was 16 J, the height from which the impactor is dropped on
the composite coupon is higher than the previous impact test and it was easily possible to
catch the impact cart with weights after the 1st impact to avoid a secondary or rebound
impact on the composite coupon. The AE hits were acquired at all the four PWAS for this
16 J impact event. The force-time history for this impact event was acquired by the dynamic
load cell attached to the impactor and the energy-time was deduced using the force-time
history data and the impact velocity measured by the velocity sensor.
A quad plot of coupon AE1-Q2A, displaying the force-time history, the energytime history, the B-scan and C-scan is observed in Figure 7.17. The force-time history plot
is parabolic in shape and shows peaks at a certain maximum load of 4.48 kN which is very
similar to the maximum load experienced by coupon I in the preliminary impact tests as
can be seen in the top left plot of Figure 7.11. Irregularities in the parabolic shape of the
force-time history plot indicate that the coupon has undergone extensive damage.
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The energy-time history plot here also compares very well to that of coupon I. Here,
the energy absorbed is the difference between the value at the end of the plot and the initial
value. The difference between the peak energies observed and the energy absorbed can be
used to determine the efficiency of energy absorption by the material. Furthermore, the
energy-time history is clearly able to demonstrate the percentage of impact energy that is
absorbed by the coupon to create the irreversible process of damage. For coupon AE1-Q2A
where approximately 1" impact damage size is formed around 62% of the impact energy
was absorbed by the coupon which is very similar to coupon I.

Figure 7.17: Quad plot of 2-mm coupon AE1-Q2A consisting of force-time history,
energy-time history, B-scan and C-scan from UT
The B-scan and C-scan images obtained from the UT scans tell a very similar story
to that of coupon I. From the B-scan, it can be seen, that although the center of the damaged
area undergoes permanent deformation similar to a dent, it does not have a delamination,
since a clear back wall reflection from the center of the damage can be seen in the B-scan.
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From the C-scan image, we can clearly see the fiber cracking and push out in the -45º fiber
direction and this can be seen by looking at the rear surface of the coupon as well.
Comparing coupon I from the preliminary impact tests, with coupon AE1-Q2A, it
can be observed that bonding the four PWAS on the composite coupon had little to no
change in its impact characteristics. We were also able to obtain additional information
about the damage formation in the composite coupon when a 1” impact damage size is
created in a 2-mm quasi-isotropic coupon.

Figure 7.18: AE hits observed at the four PWAS due to 16 J impact event.
Next, we analyze the AE signals received at all four PWAS. We can clearly observe
in Figure 7.18 that the impact hit i.e., the hit which is received at the four PWAS when the
first contact is made between the impactor and the composite coupon, can be clearly
separated from the remaining hits received by the four PWAS. The other low amplitude
hits consist of hits obtained due to the damage propagation within the composite coupon
mixed with background noise and boundary reflections from the edges of the composite
coupon. It is also important to note that at the PWAS 1, only the impact hit was received
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and after that no more hits were received by PWAS 1. This issue occurred at PWAS 1
because at the moment of impact, one of the cables connected to the PWAS 1 got
unintentionally or accidentally detached from the PWAS 1 after the high amplitude flexural
wave was experienced at the location where PWAS 1 was bonded to the composite coupon.
Due to the detachment of the cable from PWAS 1 it was only able to capture the impact hit
and was not able to capture any of the other low amplitude hits which could have valuable
information about the impact damage propagation. In future experiments, all the cables
will be properly reinforced so that signals at all PWAS can be received in an uninterrupted
manner.
If we separate the time domain signals and their FFT’s, received at all four PWAS
from the impact hit as observed in Figure 7.19, we can clearly observe that the signals from
the impact hit has a major frequency content in the low-frequency range below 200 kHz
with a large amplitude which indicates low-frequency flexural modes in the composite
coupon.

Figure 7.19: Signal correspondence at all four PWAS due to the 1st impact hit.
If we separate the time domain signals and their FFT’s, received at all four PWAS
from a hit that corresponds to damage propagation in the composite as observed in Figure
7.20, we can clearly observe that the signals from this hit at all the PWAS has a major
frequency content in the frequency range between 300 and 500 kHz with a much lower
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amplitude in comparison to the impact hit. It is also important to note that there is no signal
correspondence at PWAS 1 for a hit that corresponds to damage growth since no AE hits
were received by PWAS 1 other than the impact hit, as stated earlier.

Figure 7.20: Signal correspondence at all four PWAS due to a hit corresponding to
damage formation.

Figure 7.21: Various signals observed at PWAS2 due to the 16 J impact event.
As observed from the C-scan image in the quad plot displayed in Figure 7.17, we
can clearly see that the maximum extent of damage due to the impact event occurs at the
negative 45 degree direction. Therefore, we take a closer look at the signals obtained from
some of the hits at PWAS 2 which is bonded in the -45 degree direction in Figure 7.21. We
can clearly separate the high amplitude, low-frequency impact hit and its signal from some
other hits and their signals that correspond to damage propagation. Within the class of hits
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and their signals that correspond to damage, there are subtle differences in the signals
because they may represent different types of damage such as matrix cracking, fiber break,
and delamination growth. One of the goals in future experiments will be to separate the
damage signals from different types of damage experienced by the composite coupon upon
impact.
MODE SEPARATION STUDY OF AE SIGNALS DUE TO IMPACT EVENT
After acquiring all the AE hits and performing the signal analysis from the AE hits,
time-frequency analysis of the AE signals was also performed. The analysis aimed to study
the Lamb wave mode content in the AE signals recorded. To do this, we first use the SemiAnalytical Finite Element (SAFE) method to obtain the group velocity dispersion curve for
the 2-mm composite coupon with a stacking sequence of [-45/90/+45/0]2S as displayed in
Figure 7.22.

Figure 7.22: Group velocity dispersion curve for 2-mm composite
coupon having a stacking sequence of [-45/90/+45/0]2S
To perform the mode separation study for the AE due to the impact event, we first
analyze the impact hits from the 1 J impact hit that caused no damage in a 2-mm composite
coupon, and the 16 J impact hit that caused a 1" impact damage in a composite coupon.
We conduct the time-frequency analysis for both the impact hits and superimpose it with
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the group velocity dispersion curve of the 2-mm composite coupon. These plots can be
observed in Figure 7.23 (a) and (b). If we compare these two plots, we can clearly observe
that the strong A0 mode can be observed due to the impact hit in both the plots. We can
also observe that 16 J impact hit has a stronger A0 content. We can also see the signals
obtained at PWAS 2 for both impact hits in Figure 7.23 (c) and (d). Upon comparing these
two plots we can observe that the 16 J impact hit has an additional higher frequency content
due to a higher energy impact of 16 J compared to a lower energy impact of 1 J.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.23: (a) Time-frequency plot from 1 J impact hit signal (b)
Time-frequency plot from 16 J impact hit signal (c) AE signal at
PWAS 2 due to 1 J impact hit and frequency spectrum (d) AE
signal at PWAS 2 due to 16 J impact hit and frequency spectrum.
To perform the mode separation study for the AE due to damage growth, we
analyze an AE hit that corresponds to damage growth from the 16 J impact event that
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caused a 1" impact damage in the composite coupon. We conduct the time-frequency
analysis of the signal and superimpose it with the group velocity dispersion curve of the 2mm composite coupon. This plot can be observed in Figure 7.24 (a). We can also observe
the signal due to the damage growth obtained at PWAS 2 displayed in Figure 7.24 (b).
From these plots we can clearly observe that the damage growth has a strong S0 and SH0
mode. We can also see that the damage growth has weak A0 mode along with many
boundary reflections. If we were do conduct a preliminary inspection, we can see that SH0
mode is found stronger than the S0 mode. Previous work (Mei et al. 2020; James et al.
2020) has also indicated that SH0 mode is very sensitive to impact damage and can be used
to detect impact damage.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.24: (a) Time-frequency plot from 16 J damage hit (b) Signal at PWAS 2
and the frequency spectrum due to 16 J damage hit
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter presents the concluding remarks of the research work described in the
entire dissertation. The concluding remarks include a comprehensive summary of each
research topic, extensive conclusions derived from each research theme, and suggestions
of future work to use the exiting findings as a foundation to draw out novel research
ideologies.
8.1

SUMMARY
In chapter 4, the TEAM problem 15 was used to validate the ECT simulation

methodology and a good match between the simulation results and experimental results
from was observed. The first set of simulations was conducted on CFRP composite plates
of different stacking sequences. The impedance was calculated, and its frequency response
was obtained over a wide frequency range, 100 Hz –10 GHz. It was found that the
imaginary part of the coil impedance, X( ) , varies almost linearly with frequency when
plotted on log-log scale and is not effected due to the anisotropic material properties. It was
also found that the real part of the coil impedance, R( ) , has a much more interesting
behavior which can be separated into three zones: Zone 1, in which the read part of the coil
impedance hardly changes with increase in frequency; Zone 2 (230 kHz–450 MHz), in
which the real part of the coil impedance varies almost linearly with frequency on log-log
scale for the unidirectional layup but nonlinearly for the other layups at the end of this zone,
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and Zone 3 in which it varies almost nonlinearly for all layups. Thus, it seems that Zone
2is quite sensitive to CFRP composite layup, and, by implications, to deviations/defects in
the actual layup when compared with the layup prescribed in the composite design
specifications. Subsequently, ECT simulation was used to investigate the detection
sensitivity for various manufacturing flaws such as fiber misorientation, fiber waviness,
embedded wrinkle, and embedded polymer canyon. It was found that these manufacturing
defects induce changes in the impedance response that could be used to detect such flaws
in a production environment. This methodology would also be applicable to operational
damage. This work also involved a large number of experiments. Experimental ECT scans
were conducted on in house manufactured CFRP specimens manufactured with embedded
wrinkle and a polymer canyon as well as on wrinkled specimens that were supplied by The
Boeing Company. Section 3 describes experimental ECT of several CFRP specimens with
built in defects: USC embedded wrinkle specimen, USC embedded polymer canyon
specimen, and Boeing wrinkled specimens. First UT scans were performed in the ultrasonic
immersion tank on all the specimens and then Eddyfi Ready ECA scanning equipment and
I-Flex probes were used in the short double driver mode with a maximum frequency of 800
kHz. It was found that ECT was able to detect the flaws embedded in all specimens, in
some situations even better than ultrasonic scanning
In chapter 5, drop weight impact experiments were conducted on quasi-isotropic
CFRP composite coupons of different thicknesses ranging from 2-mm to 6-mm
conforming to the ASTM D7136 standard. The purpose of the impact experiments was to
find the mass-height combination to obtain approximately 1" impact damage diameter.
Force-time history, displacement-time history and energy-time history plots were obtained
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for each coupon that was tested using different mass-height combinations. Ultrasonic
immersion tank scans and X-ray micro-CT scans were used to visualize the size of damage
and profilometry scans were used to evaluate the dent depth and the pushout height of the
top and bottom surfaces of the impacted coupons respectively. Representative coupons
from each thickness that produced closest to 1" impact damage diameter were represented
in a quad plot with the force-time history, energy-time history, B-scan image and C-scan
image.
In chapter 6, the application of the pure SH0 mode was used for impact damage
detection in quasi-isotropic composite coupons of two different thicknesses, 3-mm and 4mm. This was done by modifying the fixture and clamping assembly of the existing ASTM
D7136 standard test method for drop weight impact testing to accommodate a larger size
coupon of size 12" x 6" which could be impacted and used for impact damage detection
experiments using an ABT-PAT transducer pair. First, the theoretical tuning angles for the
ABT and PAT to generate the pure SH0 mode in the 3-mm and 4-mm coupons were
determined using the SAFE method. Subsequently, experimental validations were
conducted to determine if the SH0 mode was indeed generated using ABT inside the
composite coupons and that it was received effectively by the PAT by comparing
theoretical and experimental group velocities. Pitch-catch experiments were conducted on
the pristine and impacted 3-mm and 4-mm coupons and the signals received by the PAT
were compared. From the comparison of the signals for the 3-mm coupon, it was found
that the 1" impact damage causes a drop in the signal amplitude. From the comparison of
the 4-mm coupon, it was found that apart from amplitude drop there is also mode
conversion due to the presence of impact damage.
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In chapter 7, the AE signal signature identification was used to ascertain if an
impact event creates a sizable damage in a composite coupon or not. This was done by
modifying the existing ASTM D7136 standard test method for drop weight impact testing
by introducing an instrumented composite coupon to acquire real-time AE signals. The
first set of preliminary impact tests were conducted on various 2-mm quasi-isotropic
composite coupons to generate controlled impact damage sizes in a repetitive manner to
obtain the mass, height and energy combination to create a 1" impact damage size in a 2mm quasi-isotropic composite coupon having in-plane dimensions of 6" x 4" which is
standard coupon size for ASTM D7136 drop weight impact testing. The second set of
experiments involved bonding four PWAS on two composite coupons at locations
corresponding to fiber orientation angles and then performing drop weight impact tests
conforming to ASTM D7136 standard on these instrumented composite coupons. On the
first instrumented coupon a 1 J impact that creates no damage, was conducted and on the
second instrumented coupon a 16 J impact that creates 1” impact damage was conducted.
We found that we could separate the impact AE hit from an AE hit corresponding to
damage growth and perform a mode separation study.
8.2

CONCLUSIONS
In chapter 4, the correctness of the ECT simulation using COMSOL multiphysics

software was successfully verified using the TEAM Workshop Problem 15 of an aluminum
plate with a rectangular slot; the changes in the coil impedance as it moves over the
rectangular slot towards a pristine region, showed a good match with experimental data.
Frequency response plot indicated a zone of interest (zone 2) where there was a linear
relationship between the real part of the coil impedance and the imaginary part of the coil
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impedance with increasing frequency when plotted on a log-log scale. This zone indicated
a significant change in the real part of the coil impedance with stacking sequence, e.g.,
between a unidirectional composite compared with an angle-ply composite. This difference
is important for ECT detection of manufacturing flaws such as fiber misorientations, fiber
waviness, wrinkling, etc. and can be extended to the detection of operational damage. ECT
simulation of CFRP composite plates with simulated damages such as fiber misorientation,
waviness, wrinkling, etc. indicated that the changes in coil impedance were sufficient to
enable the detection of such manufacturing flaws; these impedance changes were observed
as the coil was moved between pristine and flawed areas. Experimental ECT scans
confirmed the capability of detecting manufacturing flaws in specially built specimens. In
these experiments, the authors investigated in house manufactured CFRP specimens with
an embedded wrinkle and with an embedded polymer canyon. The authors also
investigated three wrinkled specimens with out-of-plane waviness supplied by The Boeing
Company. The ECT experiments were compared with UT scanning tests performed in the
immersion tank. The results demonstrated the capability of our Eddyfi Reddy system with
I-Flex probes to detect manufacturing flaws in CFRP composites. Based on theoretical and
experimental results presented in this chapter, it appears that ECT is a promising
methodology for detecting manufacturing defects in CFRP composites. In some cases, ECT
was able to detect flaws that other NDI techniques, e.g., ultrasonics, were unable to detect.
Use of ECT can also be extended towards the detection of operational damage in CFRP
composites.
From the impact experiments conducted in chapter 5, it was observed that the massheight combination to obtain controlled 1" impact damage diameter can be obtained in
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relatively thin quasi-isotropic composite coupons (2-4mm) and becomes much harder to
obtain in thick quasi-isotropic composite coupons. (5-6mm). For thicker composite
coupons there seemed to be a threshold phenomenon occurring where similar mass-height
combination would produce small damage diameter in one coupon and large damage
diameter in another coupon. From the profilometry scans, it was observed that as the
thickness of the composite coupon being tested is increased, the dent of impact becomes
flatter even though the tip of the tup has a hemispherical shape in accordance with the
ASTM D7136 standard. For thin coupons, the hemispherical shape of the tup was
recovered in the hemispherical shape of the indentation. However, for thicker coupons, the
indentation developed a flat bottom in spite of the fact that the tip of the tup was
hemispherical. This phenomenon may be attributed to the microscale failure process taking
place in the composite under the tip of the impactor tup. In thinner composites, this process
seems to be different from the process taking place in thicker composites. This can also be
attributed to the fact that as the number of 45° and -45° laminas is increased in the
composite there is an increase in the flexural stiffness of the composite and therefore the
coupon resists the bending due to impact. To the best of our knowledge, this observation
has not been previously reported in the literature. Impact tests conducted on CFRP coupons
with controlled damage size would serve in the future for validation of structural health
monitoring (SHM) and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) damage detection methodology.
The method demonstrated in chapter 6 was successfully used in exciting the pure
SH0 mode in the quasi-isotropic CFRP composites using ABT. The SH0 mode signal after
interacting with the quasi-isotropic CFRP composite coupon was received successfully by
the PAT. From the experimental results, it was observed that impact damage can be
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successfully detected using the pure SH0 mode in quasi-isotropic composites. It was also
observed that in the 3-mm coupon there was amplitude drop due to the presence of impact
damage and in the 4-mm coupon there was mode conversion in addition to amplitude drop
due to the presence of impact damage. The methodology proposed in this chapter i.e.
measuring the change in the amplitude and frequency spectrum is reliable, robust, and
suitable for the quick and large-area inspection. In this method, a baseline measurement is
not necessary, which is important in practical applications. An invention disclosure
covering our novel findings has been prepared and is in the process of becoming a
provisional patent.
In chapter 7, preliminary impact tests conducted on 2-mm quasi-isotropic coupons
were used to estimate the mass, height and energy combinations to obtain approximately
1" impact damage size using incremental energy impacts on various test coupons and postimpact data analysis to estimate force-time histories and energy-time histories. UT scans
enabled us to characterize the impact damage size, shape and location. Impact tests
conducted on AE instrumented 2-mm composite coupons showed similar impact
characteristics despite bonding four PWAS to acquire real-time AE signals. AE signals
corresponding to the impact hits were identified clearly and separated from the AE signals
that corresponded to internal damage growth in the composite coupons. It was observed
that the AE due to impact hit has a stronger low-frequency content with high amplitude at
a region below 200 kHz. It was also observed that the AE signals due to the irreversible
process of damage has a stronger high –frequency content in the range of 300 to 50-0 kHz.
Upon performing the mode separation study on the impact hits, it was observed that the
impact hit has a strong A0 mode content depending on the energy of the impact. The mode
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separation study on the AE hit corresponding to damage growth indicated that it has a
strong S0 mode and SH0 mode content where the SH0 mode seems to be the dominant
mode and more sensitive to the impact damage. An invention disclosure covering our novel
findings has been prepared and is in the process of becoming a provisional patent.
8.3

FUTURE WORK RECOMMENDED
The eddy current methodology and equipment currently existing for metals do not

suit very well for CFRP composites. As shown by simulations described in chapter 4, the
use of eddy current testing in CFRP composites would be more sensitive to hidden defects
if performed at much higher drive frequencies than available in the current equipment used
for metals. Thus, a sustained R&D effort seems necessary to explore the development of
novel eddy current equipment and methodologies more suitable for CFRP composites than
those currently available for metals. Further work could be performed towards the practical
application of the research results presented in this chapter by exploring the possibility of
eddy current nondestructive inspection to operational damage in CFRP composites.
It would be interesting to translate the findings in chapter 5 to advanced
thermoplastic composites of different thicknesses to achieve close to 1" impact damage
diameter. We would also explore the possibility of deviating from the ASTM standard of
impact testing by utilizing impactor tups of smaller (0.5") or larger (1”) sizes. Instrumented
coupons with piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) will also be utilized to perform
in-situ acoustic emission (AE) tests that will be used to ascertain if damage has occurred
in impacted composites or not. Methods of obtaining controlled impact damage sizes will
also be utilized in exploring guided-wave structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques
of real impact damage instead of improperly simulated impact damage using multiple
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embedded delaminations employing materials such as Teflon or Mylar which do not
simulate the real impact damage. Impact damage patterns from current experiments will be
utilized in modeling the impact damage for guided wave propagation simulations with
laboratory experiments.
From chapter 6, further controlled impact tests will be conducted on quasi-isotropic
CFRP composite coupons of different thicknesses (less than 3-mm and more than 4-mm)
to obtain multiple impact damage sizes for a comparative study of signals for different
damage sizes on quasi-isotropic composites of different thicknesses. Also, an imaging
method will be developed by which impact damage can be visualized and its shape and
size can be accurately measured using the proposed methodology
From chapter 7, further controlled impact tests will be conducted on AE
instrumented 2-mm composite coupons using the mass, height and energy combinations
estimated from the preliminary impact experiments to obtain multiple impact damage sizes
for a comparative study. A deviation from the ASTM D7136 standard for drop weight
impact testing will be employed to use larger size coupons (12" x 6") to use-non reflective
boundary and receive clean signals from the impact tests which are free from boundary
reflections. AE signal analysis will be used to investigate the separation of AE signals from
different types of damages processes (matrix crack, fiber break and delamination) that
occur during an impact event. Further work could be performed towards the practical
application of the research results presented in this chapter by exploring the possibility of
using PWAS for real-time AE structural health monitoring of impact events in composites
to ascertain if damage has occurred or not. Estimating the size, location, shape and extent
of the impact damage by analyzing the AE signals received by a network of PWAS will be
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of paramount interest. Machine learning algorithms could be utilized in classifying the AE
signals obtained by the network of PWAS from the impact event.
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